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I, Murray Smith, of Ottawa, Ontario, do affirm THAT:

A. Background

1. I am a forensic scientist with 42 years of experience in relation to firearms.
2. I was employed by the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (“RCMP”) during the period of

1977 to 2020. I held many positions during that time, including the following:

a. from 1989 to 2002,1 held the position of Chief Scientist responsible for the

technical policy and quality assurance of the RCMP forensic firearms service, and

the provision of technical advice to the government and police policy centres on

firearms and other weapons; and

b. from 2008 to 2020,1held the position of Manager, Specialized Firearms

Support Services (“SFSS”) within the Canadian Firearms Program (“CFP”) of the

RCMP. My responsibilities included:

i. maintaining the Firearms Reference Table (“FRT”), a firearms database
that is described with greater particularity below;

ii. inspecting firearm samples received from police, customs officers and
firearms businesses, as well as their related components and accessories,
to establish a standard description and assess firearm classifications.

3. I retired from the RCMP in May 2020. After my retirement, I was engaged as a Forensic

Scientist Firearms Consultant for the CFP. My responsibilities include transfer of

knowledge and history to the incoming manager, training of SFSS staff, providing

scientific support and advice regarding the implementation of the Regulation (as

hereinafter defined) by the CFP, and drafting of protocols for firearms classification. I

continue to hold this consultancy as of the date of this affidavit.

4. Attached hereto and marked as Exhibit A to this affidavit is a copy of my curriculum

vitae, which outlines my professional experience, my academic qualifications,

professional designations, and achievements.

5. I have been asked by counsel for the Attorney General of Canada to provide an expert

opinion with respect to the above noted applications for injunctive relief on the following
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areas. I understand that my affidavit will also be used in the injunction proceedings for

CCFR et al vAGC, T-577-20 and Doherty et al v AGC, T-677-20:

a. The Firearms Reference Table;

b. The definition of a “variant”, how the RCMP determines variants, and the use of
the term variant by gun retailers and gun owners;

c. How muzzle energy thresholds and bore diameters are measured by the RCMP for
the purposes of Criminal Code definitions;

d. Non-prohibited firearms that are available for hunting and sporting use; and

e. Examples of firearms used in mass shooting events in Canada that are prohibited
by the Regulation.

6. Over the years, I have served as an expert in hundreds of proceedings in all levels of

court across the country, including the Supreme Court of Canada. Examples of

proceedings in which I served as an expert include: the first degree murder trial of

Kevork Marachelian1; the attempted murder and first degree murder trial of Colin

Thatcher2; and the Supreme Court of Canada’s reference regarding the constitutionality

of the firearms registry (by way of affidavit).3

7. I understand that it is my duty in providing expert evidence to assist the Court, and not to

advocate for any particular party. My opinion is independent and based on my knowledge

of the subject matter. Attached hereto and marked as Exhibit B to this affidavit is my

Certificate Concerning Code of Conduct for Expert Witnesses.

1 Mr. Marachelian was convicted of first degree murder for the 1985 killing of Claude Brunelle, a security guard at
the Turkish Embassy in Ottawa. See, for example: Michael Clugston, “Terror in the Capital”, Maclean’s Magazine,
March 25, 1985, online: https://archive.macleans.ca/article/1985/3/25/terror-in-the-capital

2 Mr. Thatcher was convicted of first degree murder of his wife on November 6, 1984. See, for example: CBC
Archives, “1983: Ex-wife of Colin Thatcher murdered”, online: https://www.cbc.ca/archives/entrv/1983-ex-wife-of-
colin-thatcher-murdered
3 Reference Re Firearms Act, 2000 SCC 31.
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B. The Firearms Reference Table

The Canadian Firearms Program (CFP):

8. The CFP was created in 2006, upon transfer of the responsibility from the Canadian

Firearms Centre, to implement and administer the Firearms Act and its regulations to the

RCMP.4 Its mandate is to oversee firearms licensing and registration, maintain national

firearm safety training standards, assist law enforcement agencies and enhance public

safety, namely by educating the public regarding safe storage, transport and use of

firearms. The CFP falls under the authority of the Commissioner of Firearms, who is also

the Commissioner of the RCMP.

The Specialized Firearms Support Services (SFSS):

9. The SFSS is a sector within the CFP that employs firearm technicians with a broad range

of knowledge of firearms, drawn from both professional and personal experience.

These technicians collect and assess technical information to ascertain the classification

of firearms for the purposes of firearms registration, import/export control and assisting

national and international law enforcement agencies with firearm identification and

investigations.

The Firearms Reference Table (FRT):

10. The FRT is a firearms database maintained by the SFSS.

11. The FRT lists and describes a wide range of firearms known to the RCMP and provides a

technical assessment of each one of those firearms to convey the SSFS’s view on whether

they constitute non-restricted, restricted or prohibited firearms. The FRT database

currently has over 190,000 unique firearms entries, as well as entries regarding prohibited

devices and prohibited ammunition.

4 The predecessor to the CFP was the Canadian Firearms Centre, which was under the auspices of, at different times,
Public Safety and the Department of Justice. The Canadian Firearms Centre was created in 1996.
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12. These assessments are made by the RCMP’s firearms experts on an ongoing basis in light

of the definitions set out in the Criminal Code; the types of firearms prescribed in the

Regulations Prescribing Certain Firearms and Other Weapons, Components and Parts of

Weapons, Accessories, Cartridge Magazines, Ammunition and Projectiles as Prohibited

or Restricted (SOR/98-462) and the Firearms Act, as amended. The purpose of the FRT

is to assist law enforcement officers, customs officers, and officials responsible for the

regulation of firearms with the identification and classification of firearms. It is not

intended to legally bind law enforcement officers, judges or administrative decision

makers under the Firearms Act, Criminal Code, and other relevant statutes. It is intended

to be a non-binding administrative tool.

13. The FRT was originally created as a source solely accessible to law enforcement, to assist

them in providing an assessment of firearms. However, the FRT has since been made

publicly available in the following forms:

a. Software -The FRT is available to licensed firearms businesses in software
format made available to them and updated every 24 hours. The software captures
all current classifications of firearms.

b. PDF-The FRT is available to licensed firearms businesses and all other members
of the public on the RCMP website in a PDF format that is downloadable and
searchable. The PDF document is updated approximately every two weeks.

c. Telephone or email-Licensed firearms businesses and all other members of the
public can obtain information regarding the FRT by contacting the CFP by
telephone or email. Telephone operators and email responders have access to the
FRT in software format and all information provided is current.

Updates to the FRT in light of the Regulation

14. Subsequent to the May 1, 2020, Order in Council (P.C. 2020-0298) amending the

Regulations Prescribing Certain Firearms and other Weapons, Components, and Parts of

Weapons, Accessories, Cartridge Magazines, Ammunition and Projectiles as Prohibited

or Restricted (the “Regulation”), the FRT was updated to reflect the firearms that were

specifically listed in the Regulation, and those that would in the opinion of the CFP’s
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firearm experts constitute variants. These updates were made as quickly as possible and

the last such update occurred on June 15, 2020.5

15. As of the date of this affidavit, 1 am unaware of any pending updates to the FRT in

respect of firearms that would, in the opinion of the CFP’s firearm experts, constitute

variants and were recorded in the FRT prior to May 1, 2020 with a restricted or non-
restricted assessment. As such, the version of the FRT that was last updated on June 15,

2020 remains current in that respect and is accessible through software, PDF, telephone

and email. That said, manufacturers continue to design and market new firearms, some of

which will be variants of the firearms named in the regulations, and will be recorded in

the FRT as such.

Notice to the public about the Regulation

16. Between May 22 to June 5, 2020, a generic one-page information sheet titled,

“Announcement of a Firearms Prohibition” was mailed to 2.2 million individuals with a

valid firearms license. The information sheet provided information about the changes that

came about as a result of the Regulation, and where license holders could obtain more

information. Owners of firearms that were classified as restricted prior to May 1 2020,

and were prohibited by the Regulation, were also provided with individualized letters

advising them of the change.

17. On May 15, 2020, an Information Sheet with information about the changes that came

about as a result of the Regulation was sent to 4,500 firearms businesses with a valid

firearms license.

18. Attached hereto as Exhibit C are copies of the “Announcement of a Firearms

Prohibition” and the Information Sheet referred to in paragraphs 16 and 17 of this

affidavit.

5 The majority of updates to the FRT were published on May 1, 2020, concurrent with the announcement of the new
regulations. However, a complete review of the 190,000 plus entries in the FRT could not be completed on May 1,
and it is this portion of the update that took until June 15 to complete.
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C. Variants

19. The Regulation prohibits nine types of firearms, by make and model and “any variants or

modified versions of them.” I will refer to these in my affidavit as the “nine families” of

prohibited firearms.

The Nine Families

20. The “nine families” of firearms and their variants that are now prohibited are:

a. Ml6, AR-10, AR-15 rifles and M4 carbine

b. Ruger Mini-14 rifle

c. M14 rifle

d. Vz58 rifle

e. Robinson Armament XCR rifle

f. CZ Scorpion EVO 3 carbine and pistol

Beretta CX4 Storm carbineg-
h. SIG Sauer SIG MCX and SIG Sauer SIG MPX carbine and pistol

i. Swiss Arms Classic Green and Four Seasons series (as specified in former Bill C-
71)

21. The upper receivers of Ml6, AR-10, AR-15 and M4 pattern firearms were also added in

Part 4 of the Regulation as prohibited devices.6

22. Attached hereto and marked as Exhibit D are illustrative examples of firearms that were

prohibited as a result of the Regulation.

6 Some firearms have a split receiver consisting of two components, an upper receiver and a lower receiver. As the
name implies, the upper receiver is the top half of the receiver. The upper receiver, when assembled, is usually
attached to a barrel with hand guards. It typically houses the bolt and bolt carrier and is of robust design since it is
the high pressure containment portion of the firearm.
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Variants

23. A “variant” is a firearm whose design was derived from an original firearm (head of

family).

24. The Regulation lists hundreds of variants of the “nine families” of firearms that were

known as of May 1, 2020. However, the list in the Regulation is not exhaustive, and some

additional variants were later identified and recorded as such in the FRT in the weeks that

followed. This occurred for two reasons:

a. As of May 1, 2020, the SFSS was actively reviewing all FRT entries in light of
the stipulations in the Regulation, and through this process identified some
additional variants not specifically named in the Regulation; and

b. Subsequent to May 1, 2020, manufacturers continued to design and market new
variants. These new firearms are also not expressly listed by name in the
Regulation but are prohibited by virtue of being a new variant of one of the nine
families.

25. The prohibition of variants of specified firearms is not a new concept. The term “variant”

has been used in the regulations since 1992, and is a concept well known to gun owners

in Canada. The FRT refers to “named variant” to describe a variant which is explicitly

listed in the Regulation and to “unnamed variant” to describe a variant that is not

expressly listed in the Regulation. Just prior to May 2020, there were approximatively

700 unnamed variants of the AR-15 alone, published in the FRT.

26. The great majority of variants are identified and marketed as such by the manufacturer.
This is to capitalize on the popularity of well-known established firearms, as well as to

indicate to firearm users certain capabilities of newly manufactured firearms.

27. The chart below lists some examples of rifles that are described by the manufacturer of

Canadian importer as variants, or modified versions of, firearms specifically named in the

Regulation.
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Reference
in the
Regulation

Characteristics that
make it a variant

Firearm
Name Quote from DescriptionSource

AR-15 with a short
barrel and integral
flash suppressor

87(z.61)“This K3B variant has an 11.5"
barrel with a permanently
attached 5.5" flash suppressor.
Available in 5.56 NATO...”

http://www.olyar
ms.com/shop/k3b
-car.html

K3B-CAR
- AR-15
Carbine

Unnamed
variant

Direct copy of the M4
design, altered to
semiautomatic

“The first M4 Variant rifle from
IWI US, this 16" Tactical Rifle
includes a 15" Free Float
Handguard, a B5 Systems Stock,
and Grip, and includes one (1)
30 round Magpul PMAG.
Proudly manufactured and
assembled at the IWI US facility
in Middletown, Pennsylvania.”

https://iwi.us/prod
uct/zion-15/

Zion-15
Rifle-
5.56
NATO

Two models of the
same firearm
manufactured
contemporaneously

92(a)“Available in two variants, the
Scorpion Carbine is a whole new
animal.”

https://cz-
usa.com/product/c
z-scorpion-evo-3-
si-carbine/

CZ
Scorpion
EV0 3 SI
Carbine

Direct copy of the
M14 design, altered to
semiautomatic and a
different calibre

89(s)“A budget friendly 7.62x39 non-
restricted semi-auto rifle suitable
for hunting & target shooting.
This new variant of the M305 /
M14 series rifles has been
chambered down for the shorter
7.62x39 caliber, and uses
standard AK47 series
magazines. Combining low-
recoil with excellent
functionality, this no-nonsense
rifle is a great addition to any
collection, or a solid start to any
new collection.”

https://www.wolv
erinesupplies.com
/ProductDetail/N
ORM1476239 N
orinco-M-14-7-
62x39-18-6-
Blued-Synthetic

Norinco
M-14
7.62x39
18.6”
Blued
Synthetic

Pistol version of the
MCX rifle

94(b)“The pistol variant of this
game-changing system features
the revolutionary side-folding
Pivoting Contour Brace.”

https://www.sigsa
uer.com/store/sig-
mcx-
canebrake.html

SIG MCX
Rattler
Canebrake
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28. Additionally, gun literature has been known to use the term “variant” when describing a

particular firearm. As an example, attached as Exhibit E is an excerpt from the first

edition of the “AR Platform Firearms & Calibers.” This text is aimed at the average AR

firearms owner, and lists hundreds of AR variants, mainly those of the AR-15 rifle.
Notably, it makes extensive use of the term “variant.”

29. Attached as Exhibit F is an excerpt from “Jane’s Infantry Weapons”, a well-known and

respected publication that tracks military firearms and their variants worldwide. The

2018-2019 edition describes the AR-15/M16 rifle, and under the heading of “Variants”
lists the Ml6, M16A1, and many others.7 The receiver design of the M16A1 differs

significantly from that of the AR-15/M16 but is still referred to as a variant. In the same

edition of Jane’s, the AK-47 rifle is described, and under the heading of “Variants”

includes the AKT-47 training rifle, despite the latter having a different receiver and a

different action type.8

30. When a firearm is not specifically marketed or otherwise identified as a variant of a

prohibited firearm, the RCMP will evaluate the firearm to determine, for the purposes of

its entry into the FRT, whether it is a variant.

31. In assessing whether a particular firearm is, in the CFP’s opinion, a variant for purposes

of it entry on the FRT, the RCMP considers the design of the firearm. While some design

differences from the original firearm are to be expected, the variant will often generally

follow the design of the original in a recognizable way, in particular, the overall

appearance and positions of the user controls.

32. In addition to design similarities, other characteristics can factor into the assessment, such

as the manufacturer’s description, patents, the interchangeability of parts and the purpose

7 Page 248
8 Page 213
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of the firearms. Also, in certain cases, case law has determined that the firearm is a

variant.9

D. Bore diameter and muzzle energy limit

33. The Regulation also prohibits firearms with a bore diameter of 20 mm or greater, or

firearms capable of discharging a projectile with a muzzle energy greater than 10,000

joules.

Measurement of bore diameter:

34. As indicated above, the Regulation includes a prohibition on firearms with a bore

diameter of 20mm or greater. This affects both shotguns and rifled firearms.

35. As explained in more detail below, to determine whether their firearm has a bore

diameter equal to or greater than 20 mm, all a firearm owner needs to do is look at the

calibre data stamp on the firearm:

• For a shotgun, any gauge numerically less than 10 will be above the 20 mm limit, as
gauge is inversely proportional to nominal bore diameter; the larger the gauge, the
smaller the bore.

• For rifles, the calibre will be expressed in inches or in millimetres, such that the
firearm owner needs to confirm whether the calibre is 20mm or above.

36.1 have reviewed the affidavits of Phillip O’Dell (dated September 11, 2020), Matthew

Flipwell (dated August 26, 2020), and Travis Bader (dated September 18, 2020) with

respect to the issue of bore diameter. It appears that they have included multiple elements

of the barrel as part of the concept of “bore”, and have also made the assumption that the

Regulation requires the bore diameter to be 20mm or less at every possible point along

the bore. In my view, these assumptions are both incorrect based on the historical

definition of bore diameter, and how the term is used in practice in the firearms industry

and by the CFP.

9 See, for example, Henderson v. Canada (Attorney General), 2011 ONCA 696.
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The parts of a firearm

37, To understand the concept of bore diameter, one must understand the various parts of a

firearm. Modem firearms consist of three major parts: the barrel, the action and the stock.

Figure Below: Bolt-Action Rifle

barrelaction * *

stock **

Figure Below: Pump-Action Shotgun

barrel

38. The barrel is a tube, typically made of metal. The bullet or shot travels down this tube

when the firearm is fired. Often, manufacturers identify cartridge information that is
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required for that firearm on the barrel— this is called the data stamp. The opening at the

end of the barrel from which the bullet or shot emerges is called the muzzle.

39. The bore of a firearm is the interior surface of the barrel exclusive of the chamber and

other features.

40. The term applies to both smoothbore firearms, which are typically shotguns, and rifled

firearms, which are typically rifles. Rifles generally fire a single projectile (a bullet) with

each discharge, whereas shotguns usually fire multiple projectiles simultaneously, up to

several hundred pellets.

Groove diameter
is distance

between the
grooves.

A
\

,
Bore diameter

is distance
between the

lands.
\

<-
land

groove

Rifled Barrel

A

Bore is the
inside

diameter

Smooth-Bore Barrel
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The measurement of bore diameter for shotguns

41. A conventional cartridge firing shotgun barrel has a chamber at the breech end (the end

closer to the action, or the trigger), followed by the forcing cone, then the bore, and at the

muzzle end, a choke. The chamber holds the cartridge in the correct orientation, and the

forcing cone has a slope, which gradually reduces the diameter at the chamber to that of

the bore, to control the exit of the projectiles from the cartridge into the bore.

42. The purpose of the bore is twofold: (1) to guide the projectiles so they can be aimed, and

(2) to provide a sealed pipe through which the projectiles can be accelerated to maximum

speed by the high pressure gasses produced by the burning propellant. The choke

regulates the rate of dispersion of the projectiles after exit from the muzzle. The bore may

be made oversize for a portion of its length, called overbore or backbore.
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43. The most common way to determine bore diameter, and the one employed by the CFP, is

to use the nominal bore diameter. For shotguns, nominal bore diameter is based on

shotgun gauge, which is defined mathematically. The notions of gauge and bore diameter

have historically excluded the chamber, choke and other parts of the barrel which differ

in diameter from bore diameter to fulfill their purpose.10

44.1 will note that the FRT includes definitions of bore and choke that may give a reader an

indication that the choke is part of the bore. However, the glossary is for general

illustrative information and is not meant to be determinative. In assessing firearms, the

CFP does not consider the choke to be part of the bore.11

45. A 12 gauge bore is defined as having a diameter such that 12 lead balls of that diameter

will collectively weigh one pound. Likewise for 10 gauge, except it is ten balls. The

diameter associated with a gauge can be calculated mathematically from the density of

lead. For 12 gauge and 10 gauge shotguns, this works out to a nominal bore diameter of

0.729 inches12(18.53 mm) and 0.775 inches (19.69 mm) respectively. Both 10 gauge and

12 gauge bore diameters are less than 20 mm. The image below provides an example of

how gauge relates to bore diameter:

10 The CFP adheres to the Association of Firearm and Tool Mark Examiners' (AFTE) definition for bore diameter
measurements. The ATFE definition states that the bore diameter is “the interior dimensions of the barrel forward of
the chamber but before the choke”: Glossary of the Association of Firearm & Tool Mark Examiners, “bore
diameter”, AFTE Standardization Committee, 6th ed., (2013) online:
https://alle.orti/uploads/docuiiients/AFTH Glossary Version 6.110619 DRAFT .PDF: This has been
communicated to gun owners on the RCMP website: https://www.remp-grc.gc.ca/en/fireamis/nced-know-the-
governiiient-canadas-new-prohibition-certain-fireanns-and-devices#classification
11 See note 10 above.
12 0.729 is the accepted value. 0.725 and 0.727 do appear from time to time. This is likely due to variations in the
published density of lead over the years, and possibly is a Europe verses North America variance. SAAMI uses
0.725, however, SAAMI is merely specifying safe use conditions and not defining bore diameter.
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Shotgun Gauge
(not to scale)

10 GAUGE 12 GAUGE

0 0
16 GAUGE

28 GAUGE .410 CALIBRE/GAUGE20 GAUGE

46. This standard is used throughout the firearms industry by manufacturers of firearms and

ammunition and regulators such as proof houses and standards associations. I have

provided examples in the chart below:

National Rifle
Association13

Gauge

The bore size of a shotgun determined by the number of round lead balls
of bore diameter that equals a pound.

Sporting Arms and
Ammunition
Manufacturers'
Institute
(SAAMI)14

Gauge

A term used in the identification of most shotgun bores. (410 bore is an
exception.) It is related to the number of bore diameter lead balls
weighing one pound. 2. An instrument for measuring or testing a
parameter.

13 National Rifle Association-Institute for Legislative Action, “Glossary for the Press : Gauge”, online:
https://www.nraila.org/for-the-press/glossarv/
14 Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers' Institute, “Glossary: Gauge”, online: https://saami.oig/saaini-
glossary/
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British Proof
House

Mark No. 14, denoting the Nominal Size of the bore of the barrel of an arm of
the First Class, or of a smooth bore arm of the Fourth Class shall be indicated
by the nominal number of balls of pure lead having a specific gravity of
11.352, to the imperial pound, as 12, 16 or 20 which may be surrounded by a
diamond, as for example thus:—(Regulator of the

safety of firearms
in the United
Kingdom)15

12 16 20

or the nominal bore diameter in decimal parts of an inch or millimetres, which
may be surrounded by a diamond as for example thus:—

Remington Arms
(manufacturer of
shotguns and
ammunition for
shotguns)16

GAUGES

Shotgun barrels are classified by “gauge” — a term used to indicate the
inside diameter of the barrel. Gauge is determined by taking lead balls
the same diameter as the gun’s bore, then counting the total number of
those lead balls it takes to equal one pound.

47. The linkage of bore diameter to gauge is also in the student handbook for the Canadian

Firearms Safety Course, which is the course currently required to obtain a firearms

license in Canada.17

48. Because the RCMP uses the nominal bore diameter in its assessment of firearms, in order

to know the bore diameter of their firearm, an owner does not need to measure it. All a

firearms owner needs to do is look at the calibre data stamp on the firearm to know the

gauge of the firearm.

49. In addition to the calibre data stamp, the nominal bore diameters associated with gauges

are easily found through gun manufacturer websites, or other online resources for gun

owners. Individuals are also able to direct any inquiries to the CFP. Conversely, if the

15 Rules, Regulations and Scales Applicable to the Proof of Small Arms 2006 (Rules of Proof), Part V “Marks”
Mark No. 14, online: http://www.eunproof.coni/Proof Memoranda/RLILESOFP.PDF
16 Remington Arms, “How is the gauge of a shotgun determined?”, online: Remington.com/support/help-center
17 Canadian Firearms Safety Course Manual, 2014 edition, page 76, online:
http://Dublications.ec.ca/collcctions/collcction 2015/arc-rcmp/PS99-2-2-1-2014-ene.ndf
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owner sees a gauge numerically less than 10, such as 8 gauge or 4 gauge, it can just as

easily be established that the nominal bore diameter is larger than 20 mm.

The measurement of bore diameter for rifles

50. A rifled barrel has a similar arrangement to a shotgun, with a chamber at the breech end

followed by the throat (this is the same idea as a forcing cone), then the rifled bore, and a

crown at the muzzle end. The chamber contains the cartridge, the throat provides the

bullet a smooth transition from the cartridge to the bore, the rifled bore causes the bullet

to be accelerated and spun to a high rotation speed, and the crown provides a smooth

transition from the bore to the atmosphere.

51. Unlike shotguns, which have smooth bores, rifles, as their name implies, have rifling in

their bores. The purpose of rifling is to spin the bullet very rapidly as it travels down the

bore to impart gyroscopic stability to the bullet, which, among other things, improves

accuracy. The grooves are the recessed areas and the lands are the raised areas (see

diagram at page 16).

52. The bore diameter of a rifle is generally taken in the firearms industry to be the diameter

between the lands.18

53. As previously indicated, whereas shotgun bores are measured using gauge, the bores of

rifles are measured in calibre. The calibre of a rifle is often expressed in either inches or

millimeters. As with shotgun gauges, the CFP uses the nominal bore diameter such that a

firearm owner need only look at the calibre stamp to determine the calibre of the firearm.
Most rifle owners will not come close to owning a firearm with a bore diameter close to

20mm.

18 See, for example: The ATFE definition, which states that the bore diameter is “the distance across the centre of
the barrel from the top of one land to the top of the opposite land”: Glossary of the Association of Firearm & Tool
Mark Examiners, “bore diameter”, AFTE Standardization Committee, 6th ed., (2013)
https://afte.org/uploads/documents/AFTE_Glossary_Version_6.110619_DRAFT_.PDF
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54. The vast majority of modem cartridge firing hunting and sporting firearms with rifled

bores (rifles and handguns alike) are chambered for calibres 50 (12.7 mm) and smaller.
This is far less than the 20mm threshold. Some antique muzzleloaders and their

reproductions can have larger bores, 58 calibre (approximately 14.7mm) being common,

but still less than 20 mm for nearly all. Thus, firearms of all types used for hunting will

have a bore diameter of less than 20mm.

55. Calibres equal to or larger than 20 mm are almost exclusively for military use, including

such things as heavy machine guns, rocket launchers, grenade launchers and mortars.
These have bore diameters ranging from 25 mm to 105 mm (and possibly larger) and

exceed 20 mm bore diameter threshold no matter how they are measured.19

56. There is a 20 mm class of rifles, including calibres such as 20x102 mm Vulcan, 20x110

mm Hispano, and 20x128 mm Oerlikon. These are all military calibres with negligible

sporting applications; their primary military function is anti-aircraft or anti-vehicle.
Below is a photograph of a 20 mm M61 “Hand of God” Vulcan cannon.20

19 Small arms (portable hand held weapons usually operated by one person) are distinguished from light weapons
(heavy machine guns and crew served weapons comprising a bore diameter of up to 100 mm) largely by calibre. The
current definition of light weapons from the United Nations International Instrument to Enable States to Identify
and Trace, in a Timely and Reliable Manner, Illicit Small Arms and Light Weapons includes heavy machine guns
and virtually all 20 mm bore diameter firearms are heavy machine guns (also called autocannons). Online:
http://www.poa-iss.org/lntemationalTracinK/ITl English.pdf
20 Guns.com “The Hand of God 20mm Vulcan Cannon”, online: https://www.guns.com/news/2019/04/27/the-hand-
of-god-20mm-vulcan-cannon-video-8-pics
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57. From a practical standpoint, in my view, it is clear to the average gun owner using a rifle

for hunting and shooting as to whether their rifle has a bore diameter of less than 20mm.

Muzzle Energy

58. As previously mentioned, the Regulation also prohibits firearms capable of discharging a
projectile with a muzzle energy greater than 10,000 joules.

59. Muzzle energy is the measurement of the energy carried by a projectile as it exits the

muzzle of a firearm. It represents the destructive potential of the firearm. In general, the

higher the muzzle energy of the projectile, the farther the projectile will travel, and the

greater the potential for damage caused by the projectile. Examples of weapons capable

of discharging a projectile with a muzzle energy of greater than 10,000 joules include

high-powered rifles designed to hit targets at great distance, used by the military as sniper

rifles, and anti-materiel weapons such as those designed to pierce armored vehicles.

60. The principal determinant of the muzzle energy of a firearm is the type of ammunition

discharged from the firearm. The ammunition that can be discharged from any given

firearm is dictated by the calibre or gauge of the firearm.

61. As previously indicated, ammunition and firearms are characterized by their gauge

(shotguns), or calibre (rifles). Broadly speaking, firearms are marked with the calibre or

gauge they are designed to discharge. Likewise for ammunition, each cartridge is marked

with a calibre or gauge designation. For firearms to be used safely, the specifications for

the ammunition must match the capabilities of the firearm. This is achieved by standards

setting organizations, such as SAAMI, who publish safe operation specifications, so that

a firearm user can rely on ammunition marked as a certain calibre or gauge to be used

safely in any firearm marked as being chambered for that calibre or gauge. The calibre or

gauge largely determines the ballistic performance of the firearm, especially parameters

such as muzzle velocity, muzzle energy, and recoil.

62. It is very easy for a firearms owner to look up the muzzle energy of ammunition. Such

information is widely available from ammunition retailers and manufacturers. Below are
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two examples from a Canadian retailer, Firearms Outlet Canada, for Federal brand 223

REM calibre ammunition, the most popular chambering for the AR-15 variants; and 50

BMG calibre, the most common chambering for the newly prohibited anti-materiel/sniper

rifles. The muzzle energy is specified in the advertising. The terms “chambering” and

“chambered” are widely used to refer to the calibre or gauge of ammunition that a firearm

is manufactured or altered to discharge, as in “chambered” for a specific calibre of

ammunition.

Federal American Eagle - .223
Rem, 55gr, FMJ-BT, Box of 100
[AE223BL]

f mm

a» fe.wa.l” MSR

L100 FEDERALAMERICAN EAGLE

OfO
ROUNDS

SKU: 2100000074775 W|\>
§iwlzJ3American Eagle D QShae 141K

IE*AMERICAN MADE - MILITARY GRADE
1Û0 RtlWOMLf BRASS CASE CENTEflFKS KFL£ CARTOOGES

CA$59.95 Availability In stock

FIREARMS
Qty:Add lo CartZoomC3LITU.IST CSRhlRDR

Federal American Eagle

Manufactured under the American Eagle line of Federal Premium Ammunition, this ammunition is loaded with clean-burning powders and Federal grade
brass and primers This non-corrosive round shoots flat, is non-expansive and will cycle reliably through any semi-automatic leaving you with tight
groups and clean holes American Eagle rounds provide quality unparalleled n its class Rounds come in a reloadable brass case

Specifications:

Caliber: 223 Rem
Weight: 55gr
Bullet Style:Full Metal Jacket Boat-Tail
Casing:Brass
UtiT^ln tlnlr» »*!t> i' t TAO

Muzzle Energy: 1.282 ft lbs>

Part #; AE223BL
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Federal American Eagle - .50
BMG, 660gr, FMJ, Box of10
[XM33]
FEDERAL AMERICAN EAGLE
50 BMG. 660GR , FMJ

SKU: 210000000876

us rr"ü 141 K

CA$59.95 Availability In stock

FIREARMS
ZoomOUTLET C2RNRI3H

Qty: jAdd to Cart

Details Additional Info Tags

Federal American Eagle .50 BMG

Manufactured under the American Eagle line of Federal Premium Ammunition, this ammunition is non-corrosive and loaded with clean-burning powders
and Lake City brass and primers American Eagle rounds provide quality unparalleled in its class Rounds come in a reloadable brass case This round
packs a punch and delivers amazing performance for range training

Specifications:

> Caliber: 50 BMG
> Weight: 660gr
> Bullet Style: FMJ
> Casing: Brass
> M'ITTIA Ufllfwitv ? Qin fn«i

Muzzle Energy:12,413 ft lbs.

Part # XM33C

63. Note the firearms industry still operates in Imperial units but conversion to metric can be

done either using standard mathematical formulae, or by using online conversion

calculators. 10,000 joules of energy (metric) is equal to approximately 7375 foot pounds

of energy (Imperial). Therefore, the 223 REM has a muzzle energy of under 10,000

joules and the 50 BMG has a muzzle energy over 10,000 joules. A purchaser could also

visit the manufacturer’s web site to get even more information about the ballistics of that

ammunition.

64. As noted above, the Regulation prohibits any firearm “capable” of discharging a

projectile with a muzzle energy greater than 10,000 joules. The CFP’s understanding of
23



this term, based on the case law, is that a firearm is considered “capable” of exceeding

the muzzle energy restriction if it can be converted to the prohibited use in a relatively

short period of time with relative ease.

65.1 have reviewed the affidavit of Phillip O’Dell (dated September 11, 2020) with respect

to the issue of muzzle energy. Mr. O’Dell gives several examples of possible

modifications to otherwise non-restricted firearms that would make the modified firearm

capable of firing a projectile with a muzzle energy in excess of 10,000 joules.21 He

suggests that such modifications are “relatively easy and common” and could be

completed by a firearm owner. However, as outlined in more detail below, the

modifications proposed by Mr. O’Dell are not modifications that can be achieved in a

relatively short period of time and with relative ease.

66. A specific example given by_Mr. O’Dell is found at paragraph 41 of his affidavit. Mr.
O’Dell suggests that a Remington 700 hunting rifle could be modified with an “after-
market barrel with a different bore and chambering”, and the resulting modified firearm

would be capable of firing a projectile with a muzzle energy in excess of the 10,000 joule

limit. He suggests any Remington 700 hunting rifle, a non-restricted firearm, can be

modified in this manner, and therefore all Remington 700 hunting rifles are capable of

firing a projectile with a muzzle energy in excess of the 10,000 joule limit, rendering

them all prohibited firearms. The modifications suggested by Mr. O’Dell would require

the Remington 700 rifle to be rechambered to a larger calibre. The modifications also

entail changes to the barrel or replacement of the barrel, changes to the bolt or

replacement of the bolt, and changes to the magazine. Such modifications cannot be

achieved in a relatively short period of time with relative ease.

67. Mr. O’Dell acknowledges in paragraphs 42 to 45 of his affidavit that to alter a firearm to

produce a muzzle energy over 10,000 joules, a new barrel would be required as well as a

21 Affidavit of Phillip O’Dell at para 29, affirmed September 11, 2020, and filed with respect to CCFR et al vAGC,
T-577-20.
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new bolt (or re-machined bolt face). In paragraph 43 of his affidavit Mr. O’Dell

introduces an even more complicated process, chambering a barrel blank, which requires

specialized equipment, tooling and expertise. These are time consuming procedures that

require the skills and equipment of a gunsmith. These are not modifications that can be

achieved in a relatively short period of time with relative ease.

68. Mr. O’Dell also references in his affidavit variables other than calibre which may affect

muzzle energy. While technically correct, these other variables cannot produce

significant changes which would increase muzzle energy. Any change would be very

small in magnitude. I am not aware of any calibre close to the 10,000 joule limit that

could become capable of producing a muzzle energy over 10,000 joules in a conventional

hunting rifle if one or more of the variables identified by Mr. O’Dell were to change.

69. At paragraphs 35 to 38 of his affidavit, Mr. O’Dell discusses proof loads. He indicates

that the use of proof loads can mean that a firearm is capable of producing muzzle energy

over 10,000 joules. Proof loads are loads deliberately designed to produce operating

pressures at a defined amount (commonly 30%) over the maximum safe level and are

used by firearms manufacturers to stress test new firearms. The principle is that if the

firearm survives the proof load then it is safe for factory produced ammunition, or custom

ammunition which conforms to standards. Proof loads are not intended to be used in a

firearm for any purpose other than testing structural reliability. They are not sold to the

public, and are designed to raise the pressure level, which does not necessarily result in a
higher velocity or energy.

E. Non-»rollibited firearms currently available for hunting and shooting

Hunting

70. Hunters select their firearms largely on calibre of ammunition, which must be sized

according to what would cause a humane kill of the animal that is the object of the hunt,

and accuracy, which is affected by the size of the game animal and how closely it can be

stalked. The physical size of the firearm is also a factor determining suitability for use in

hunting. Hunters generally prize lighter weight, and more accurate, firearms.
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71. Many firearms in the “nine families” of firearms prohibited under the Regulation are

chambered for military calibre ammunition designed for military purposes. These include

the 223 Remington (5.56x45 mm NATO), 308 Winchester (7.62x51 mm NATO), 7.62

Russian, and 9 mm Parabellum (9x19 mm NATO).22

72. Although originally designed for military use, the 223 Remington and 308 Winchester

calibres of ammunition have since been adopted by some hunters for hunting smaller

game (smaller than a deer), and larger game (deer size or larger) respectively.

73. If any of the Applicants wish to hunt using 223 Remington or 308 Winchester calibre

ammunition, many non-restricted traditional hunting rifles are chambered for 223
Remington and 308 Winchester calibre cartridges.

74. While some of the semiautomatic firearms in the nine families do allow for quick

successive shots and retaining the rifle at the shoulder between shots, the difference

between these and the successive shot capabilities of a non-prohibited firearm that is

suitable for hunting is a matter of seconds. Additionally, given the recoil of many of these

firearms, the shooter is required to re-aim between shots in any event, thereby decreasing

the difference even further. Thus, while there may be a preference by some of the

Applicants to hunt with firearms from the “nine families”, such firearms are not required

by any technical aspect of hunting.

75.1 have reviewed the affidavit of Richard Delve (dated September 10, 2020). At paragraph

11, Mr. Delve states:

1 have purchased the BCL 102 semi-automatic rifle, which, by design, has a lower
recoil impulse than manual repeater type rifles, such as bolt-action and lever guns.
I was able to tune the BCL-102 to have even less recoil because recoil is a clear
issue for someone with the medical conditions I have.

76. The BCL-102 semi-automatic rifle is a variant of the AR-10/AR-15 family of assault

rifles. Mr. Delve does not indicate the ammunition he prefers to discharge with his BCL-

22 The reference to NATO in the description of the ammunition indicates that the calibre of ammunition has been
adopted by armed forces of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization.
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102, but like many variants of the AR-10/AR-15, as stated above, the BCL-102 chambers

a 308 Winchester cartridge. When chambered with a 308 Winchester cartridge the BCL-
102 has a significant recoil. There are alternative, non-restricted firearms in the

marketplace that are chambered for a 308 Winchester cartridge that produce the same, or

less recoil as the BCL-102 when chambering the same cartridge.

Sport shooting

77. The principal sporting purpose of firearms is target shooting, be it informal shooting in

the field, organized shooting at a range facility, or in a competition. Target shooting takes

many forms such as firing at conventional paper targets, electronic scoring targets, and

metal plates which fall over when hit and produce an audible sound, the overall goal

being to practice shooting skills, or in a competition to establish a winner who is the best

shot.

78.1 have reviewed the affidavits of Matthew Overton (dated August 24, 2020), Ryan Steacy

(dated September 3, 2020) and Matthew Hipwell (dated August 26, 2020), which discuss

their views on the impact of the Regulation on the sport shooting competitions of the

Dominion of Canada Rifle Association (“DCRA”), and specifically the impact on law

enforcement members and members of the Canadian Armed Forces who participate in the

service rifle competitions.

79.1 am a former member of the Canadian Armed Forces Reserves, and have previously

competed in service rifle competitions as a member of the armed forces.

80. The history of the DCRA is intertwined with the Canadian Armed Forces. The mission of

the DCRA as stated on their home page is “to promote and support the pursuit of

excellence in military and civilian marksmanship as a positive and significant

contribution to Canada,” which remains consistent with the original purpose stated in the

statute that created the organization in 1900 which reads “to promote and encourage rifle
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shooting throughout Canada.”23 Apart from the recreational pursuits, the activities of the

DCRA maintained a pool of skilled marksmen that would be available in time of war.
The DCRA since its inception has hosted a “service rifle” competition.24

81. The term service rifle is a generic marker to reflect whichever battle rifle was in the

current service of the military at the time. From 1900 to 1957, it was the Lee-Enfield bolt

action rifle, after that the FN-C1 rifle (a variant of the FN-FAL rifle), and currently the

C7 rifle (a variant of the Ml6 rifle). The FN family was prohibited in the 1995

regulations, and the AR-15 in the 2020 regulations.

82. Service rifles are used in the “service conditions” competition which is intended to

simulate combat conditions in a competition environment. It includes fire and movement,

precision, snap and rapid fire targets.25 Civilians, the military and police compete on an

equal footing, with civilians using civilian versions of military or law enforcement

service weapons. Of note, the AR-15 rifle was considered an equivalent of the military

analog (the Ml6 assault rifle) in the DCRA competition.

83. Broadly speaking, the only sport shooting competitions of the DCRA that are affected by

the Regulation are the ones that involve the service rifle component. Further, the only

individuals truly affected are the civilians competing with civilian versions of military or

law enforcement service weapons. Law enforcement officers and members of the

Canadian Armed Forces have prescribed training programs, including access to ranges

where they are able to practice using their service weapons. The Canadian Armed Forces

also host internal sport shooting competitions for their members.

23 Canadian Research Knowledge Network, “Acts of the Parliament of the Dominion of Canada, Fifth session of the
Eighth Parliament, begun and holden at Ottawa on the first day of February and closed by prorogation on the
eighteenth day of July, 1900: Local and Private Acts”, online:
https://www.canadiana.ca/vicw/oocihm.9 08051 30 2/2?r=0&s=l .
24 Dominion of Canada Rifle Association, online: http://www.dcni.ca/indcx.php
25 Dominion of Canada Rifle Association, “National Service Conditions Championship Shooting Challenge”, online:
http://www.dcra.ca/2016%20does/NSCC%20Booklet.pdf
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F. Examples of firearms used in mass shooting events in Canada that are prohibited by
the Regulation

84. Examples of semi-automatic centre-fire rifles have been used in mass shootings in

Canada in the past include the following:

Incident DateFirearm family

(Variant)

L’Ecole Polytechnique 1989Ruger Mini-14

(Mini-14)

Dawson College 2006Beretta Cx4 Storm
2014M14 Moncton

(Polytechnologies M305)

Vz58
(CZ858)

(Vz58 Sporter)

Parti Québécois rally

Quebec mosque

2012

2017

85. Each of these firearms is now prohibited by virtue of the Regulation.

)AFFIRMED BEFORE ME
at the City of Ottawa,
in the Province of Ontario,

this 9th day of October, 2020.

)

)
) Murray Smith

A Commissioner for affidavits in Ontario
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CURRICULUM VITAE
Murray A. Smith

June, 2020

Current Position:

Forensic Scientist Firearms Consultant
Canadian Firearms Program
Royal Canadian Mounted Police

Education:

Bachelor of Science, majoring in Chemistry
University of Winnipeg, 1978

Work history relating to forensic science and firearms:

1. Forensic Scientist Firearms Consultant, Canadian Firearms Program (CFP), RCMP, June,
2020 to the present

Retired from the RCMP in May, 2020; assisting SFSS with training and other technical matters,
and assisting the CFP with the rollout of the 2020 update to the Criminal Code firearms
regulations.

2. Manager, Specialized Firearms Support Services (SFSS), Canadian Firearms Program, RCMP,
July, 2008 to May, 2020

Responsible for maintaining the Firearms Reference Table (FRT) database, which is a computer
database tool to help law enforcement officers, customs officers and officials responsible for the
regulation of firearms with the identification and classification of firearms. The FRT database
contained over 185,000 firearms records at the time, each detailing the standard description of
the firearm and all known aliases, and the Canadian legal classification with a cross reference to
the relevant Criminal Code section. Approximately 8,000 new models of firearms were added to
the FRT each year.

The FRT is used extensively by police units specializing in firearms enforcement such as the
National Weapons Enforcement Support Team, the Ontario Provincial Weapons Enforcement
Unit, the Toronto Gun and Gang Task Force, and numerous other gun and gang squads across
Canada; and the firearms sections within the RCMP, Provincial and Municipal forensic
laboratories. The FRT database is also used by the Canadian Firearms Registry and firearms
businesses during their registration and transfer processes, by Canada Border Services Agency to
determine admissibility of firearms into Canada, and by the Department of Foreign Affairs and
International Trade Export-Import Permits office to issue permits for the import and export of
firearms.



The FRT database is used by Interpol to identify firearms and standardize firearms descriptions
for the international exchange of firearms descriptors for the purposes of international firearms
tracing, and is in place in the Interpol National Central Bureau in 190 countries. The United
Nations also makes use of the FRT database in connection with its Program of Action on Small
Arms and Light Weapons.

Responsible for inspecting firearms, firearms components and firearms accessories to establish a
standard description and determine their classification according to the criteria in the Criminal
Code. Samples are often received from police, Customs and firearms businesses for this purpose.

Also responsible for the provision of technical advice to Ministers, RCMP policy centres and the
policy centres of other Federal and Provincial Government departments, on the subjects of
firearms, ammunition, firearms parts and accessories, and other weapons.

3. Manager FRT-CIBIN, 2005-2008

Responsible for the FRT section as above plus the Canadian Integrated Ballistics Identification
Network (CIBIN).

4. Program Manager, Firearms, Explosives and Trace Evidence, 2002-2005

Responsible (nationally) for the forensic firearms service; the Firearms Reference Table (FRT)
database and the Canadian Integrated Ballistics Identification Network (CIBIN); the forensic
explosives analysis service and the Public Security and Anti-Terrorism (PSAT) explosives
initiative; trace evidence analysis service and the related CBRN (Chemical, Biological,
Radiological & Nuclear) Research and Technology Initiative (CRTI) component.

5. Chief Scientist Firearms, 1989-2002

Responsible for the technical policy and quality assurance of the RCMP forensic firearms
service; and the provision of technical advice to the Minister, government and police policy
centres on firearms and other weapons.

6. Firearms Section Head, Ottawa laboratory, 1985-1989

Responsible for the provision of operational forensic firearms services to Ontario and Quebec.

7. Forensic Firearms Specialist
1977-1980, Vancouver laboratory
1980-1985, Regina laboratory

Responsible for the analysis of firearms and other weapons to provide opinion evidence for the
Criminal courts.



8. Canadian Armed Forces Reserves, Winnipeg, 1969-1977

Handled and fired numerous types of military small arms, light weapons and explosives
ordnance.

Notable milestones:

1. Gunshot Residue Analysis, 1987-1992

Introduction of Gunshot Residue (GSR) analysis in Canada using Scanning Electron Microscopy
(SEM) with Electron Dispersive X-ray (EDX) and Wavelength Dispersive X-ray (WDX)
analysis, now a routine laboratory service.

The GSR project called for the duplication of analytical techniques originally developed by the
US National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) using the scanning electron
microscope to locate and characterize particulates deposited on a shooter’s hands and face and
other items as a result of the discharge of a firearm. As part of the project, improved analytical
techniques were developed to accommodate more modem scientific instruments, a sampling kit
was designed and mass produced, case submission rules and procedures were established, and the
concept was introduced to the courts.

2. Advisor to the Government of Canada on firearms technical matters, 1989 to present

Sat on numerous Government boards and committees and appeared before Parliamentary and
Senate Committees on numerous occasions as a technical specialist on firearms and other
weapons and ammunition in connection with the development of federal legislation and
regulations; in particular,

Bill C17 (1992), updating Part III of the Criminal Code to deal with converted automatic
firearms, firearms safety training and other matters

Criminal Code firearms orders-in-council (1992, 1993 & 1995), which prohibited most non-
automatic variations of military and para-military firearms on the market at that time. Also
established the regulations for cartridge magazine and other prohibited device regulations.

Bill C-68 (1995), which updated Part III of the Criminal Code to accommodate the Firearms Act
and establish the current technical definitions of restricted, prohibited and antique firearms.

Firearms Act (1995), which created the current regime of firearms licensing and registration.

Firearms Act Regulations (1997-1998, 2004, 2008, 2010, 2014, 2015, 2017 and ongoing),
particularly the Firearms Registration Certificate Regulations; Conditions of Transferring



Firearms and Other Weapons; Firearms Marking Regulations; Importation and Exportation of
Firearms Regulations; Storage, Display and Transportation of Firearms and Other Weapons
Regulations (Businesses and Individuals); Shooting Clubs and Shooting Ranges Regulations; and
Public Agents Firearms Regulations.

Criminal Code firearms regulations (1998-1999, 2000, 2015, 2020 and ongoing), which adapted
and expanded the former firearms orders-in-council.

Bill C-10A (2003), which updated Part III of the Criminal Code, particularly as it concerns the
introduction of an energy criterion to define deemed non-firearms.

Bill C-42 (2015), which added new powers to prescribe firearms to be restricted or non-
restricted.

Bill C-71 (2018), which alters the powers created by Bill C-42 (Bill C-71 is presently before
Parliament)

CCSO (2007 to 2015), member of the Coordinating Committee of Senior Officials (CCSO)
Firearms Working Group. The CCSO is a standing committee of federal, provincial and
territorial deputy ministers of justice, solicitors general and attorneys general which reviews the
Criminal Code and assesses the need for amendments. The Firearms Working Group is a
subcommittee struck by the CCSO to examine selected issues touching on firearms.

3. Member of the Canadian delegations to the United Nations (UN) and Organization of
American States (OAS) which dealt with firearms and ammunition related matters

OAS CIFTA (1992-1998 and ongoing), member of the Canadian delegation to the Organization
of American States (OAS) which negotiated the OAS Firearms Convention (CIFTA), which
established protocols and norms for the OAS member countries concerning the import, export,
marking and tracing of firearms and ammunition. Continuing participation via the OAS CIFTA
Conference of States parties, Washington, USA, April, 2009 and ongoing.

UN TOC (1998-2001, 2008, 2017 and ongoing), member of the Canadian delegation to the
United Nations which negotiated the United Nations Transnational Organized Crime Firearms
Protocol (UN TOC), essentially a globalization of the OAS Firearms Convention plus other
matters such as deactivation of firearms. Continuing participation at the UN Conferences on
Transnational Organized Crime (UN CTOC), Vienna, Austria, the most recent meeting attended
being May, 2017.

UN ITI (2004-2005), member of the Canadian delegation to the United Nations (New York,
USA) which negotiated the UN International Small Arms and Light Weapons Marking and
Tracing Instrument (ITI), which is analogous to the UN TOC instrument but focuses more on
state to state transfer of military firearms.

UN PoA on SALW (2003, 2005, 2006, 2008, 2010, 2018 and ongoing), member of the Canadian



delegation to the United Nations Program of Action on Small Arms and Light Weapons (UN
PoA on SALW), New York, USA, which deals with the implementation of the UN TOC and UN
ITI instruments.

UN ATT (2009 to 2013 and ongoing), member of the Canadian interdepartmental committee
dealing with the negotiation and implementation of the United Nations Arms Trade Treaty
(ATT).

Member of the Canadian Delegation representing Canada at the United Nations Open-ended
Meeting of Governmental Experts on the Implementation of the Programme of Action to
Prevent, Combat and Eradicate the Illicit Trade in Small Arms and Light Weapons in All Its
Aspects, 9-13 May 2011, New York.

4. Co-developer in 1996 of the Firearms Reference Table (FRT), and integration into all facets of
the Canadian Firearms Program. Responsible in total for the FRT 2000 to 2020.

5. RCMP Forensic Laboratory ISO Accreditation, 2001-2003

Oversaw the certification of the firearms discipline under the ISO 17025 standard issued by the
Standards Council of Canada. Drafted the operating policy and procedures, and the scientific
methods guide for the firearms discipline.

6. Introduction (2002-2008) of the Integrated Ballistics Identification System (IBIS) technology
in Canada and the creation of the Canadian Integrated Ballistics Identification Network (CIBIN),
now a routine laboratory service.

The IBIS technology makes use of the ballistic markings on fired bullets and cartridge cases to
link disparate shootings even if a firearm is not recovered, and to link shootings to a specific
firearm recovered by police. Bullet and cartridge cases from crime scenes and tests from firearms
recovered under suspicious circumstances are routinely entered into the IBIS instruments. The
CIBIN network permits any bullet, cartridge case or firearm to be compared to any other sample
regardless of where it was found, when it was found, or which station it was entered into.

The CIBIN project called for the acquisition of several million dollars of IBIS scientific
instruments, developing the sampling, test firing and analytical protocols, creating the CIBIN
network and its protocols, and establishing partnerships with all Canadian forensic laboratories,
federal, provincial and municipal. This also involved negotiating an international agreement with
the USA to connect the Canadian CIBIN network of IBIS instruments to the similar US NIBIN
network.



Scientific Papers and Presentations:

1. Stereospecific Spin-Spin Coupling Between Hydroxyl Protons and 19F Nuclei in o-, m-, and
p-Fluorophenol derivatives. “Through Space” Interactions via the Hydrogen Bond. J. Brian
Rowbotham, Murray Smith, Ted Shaeffer. Canadian Journal of Chemistry, Vol 53, p986-992,
1975.

2. Invited to speak to the International Association of Auto Theft Investigators (IAATI) Northeast
Chapter on serial number restoration, Montreal, 1989.

3. Invited to speak to the Canadian Society of Forensic Science (CSFS) on Gunshot Residue
Analysis, Edmonton, 1989.

4. Particle Analysis by the Scanning Electron Microscope. Murray Smith. Proceedings of the
International Symposium on Forensic Aspects of Trace Evidence, FBI Quantico, 1991.

5. Invited to speak to the International Association of Auto Theft Investigators (IAATI)
international meeting on serial number restoration and conduct a technical workshop, Toronto,
1992.

6. Technical Editor, The Canadian Firearms Safety Course, Department of Justice, Ottawa, 1994

7. Guest lecturer for the firearms component of the “Forensic Science and the Law” course
offered by the University of Ottawa Faculty of Law, Ottawa, annually 1994 to 2016.

8. Invited to speak to the Canadian Society of Forensic Science (CSFS) on the “Impact of the
Proposed Firearms Legislation (Bill C-68)” on Forensic Firearms Examination, Toronto, 1995.

9. Invited to participate as a panel member for the Canadian Society of Forensic Science (CSFS)
on “The State of C-68", Edmonton, 1999.

10. Presented a paper entitled “Hypervelocity Pellets for Air Guns” at the Canadian Society of
Forensic Science (CSFS) firearms workshop, Ottawa, 2000.

11. Invited to speak at the 2001 Ontario Conference of Judges on the new firearms classification
scheme established by Bill C-68, Deerhurst, Ontario, 2001. Also presented a two day display of
firearms illustrating the various Criminal Code classification categories.

12. Invited to speak on firearms identification and classification at the 2008 International
Firearms Trafficking School, Vancouver, November, 2008.

13. Invited to speak on the Firearms Reference Table, the use of automated forensic ballistics
systems and anti-trafficking measures at the South American Conference on Interdiction and
Regional Security of Small Arms and Light Weapons, Buenos Aires, August, 2010.



14. Invited as the keynote speaker on Firearms Marking: Methodology and Tools for the
Organization of American States (OAS) Regional Conference on “Promoting Firearms
Marking”, San Jose, Costa Rica, December, 2010.

15. Invited as a keynote speaker on “Firearm Marking Practices” for the United Nations Open-
ended Meeting of Governmental Experts on the Implementation of the Programme of Action to
Prevent, Combat and Eradicate the Illicit Trade in Small Arms and Light Weapons in All Its
Aspects, 9-13 May 2011, New York, published on the United Nations website at
http://www.poa-iss.org/mge/Topics.html

16. Presented on “Firearms Identification, Testing and CIBIN”; presented on “Proving a Firearm
for Court”; and held a workshop on “Firearms Analysts and Certificates of Analysis”; with
Vincent Paris and Mike Press, at the 9th Annual International Firearms Trafficking Conference,
Ottawa, Canada, September 19-23, 2011.

17. Presented on “3D Printing of Firearms Components” and “Anatomy of a Manufacturing
Case” at the 10th Annual International Firearms Trafficking Conference, Ottawa, Canada,
September 10-14, 2012.

18. Attended the Interpol Firearms Forensics Symposium (IFFS), Montreal, Quebec, May 13-15,
2013.

19. Panel member presenting the “Update on Guns” session at the 7th Annual Inter-provincial
Organized Crime Forum, Toronto, Ontario, November 29, 2013.

20. “Hands UP in 3D”, Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) Security
Community Magazine, Issue 4, December, 2013, page 39.

21. Presented on “Firearms Classification and Regulatory Issues” and “Emerging Firearms
Technologies” at the 2014 International Firearms Enforcement and Trafficking School, Ottawa,
Canada, September 8-12, 2014.

22. Presented on “The future-3D printing, smart bullets, and more” to Ontario Crown
Prosecutors at their “Firearms Prosecutions 2015” conference in Toronto, Ontario, March 24,
2015.

23. Presented on firearms classification and regulatory issues, including “Bump fire and other
Forms of Improvised Full Automatic Fire”, to the National Weapons Enforcement Support Team
(NWEST) at the Firearms Enforcement and Trafficking School, Ottawa, February 23, 2016.

24. Delivered a “Certificates of Analysis” course to the National Weapons Enforcement Support
Team (NWEST) at the Canadian Police College, Ottawa, February 24-26, 2016.

25. Presented on firearms classification and regulatory issues, including “Firearm Receivers,
Receiver Blanks, Solvent Traps and Silencers”, to the National Weapons Enforcement Support



Team (NWEST) at the Firearms Enforcement and Trafficking School, Ottawa, February 2, 2017.

26. Assisted with the briefing on the RCMP Canadian Firearms Program to the Public Safety
Minister’s Canadian Firearms Advisory Committee (CFAC) at their inaugural meeting in Ottawa
on March 1, 2017.

27. Delivered a “Certificates of Analysis” course to the National Weapons Enforcement Support
Team (NWEST) at the Canadian Police College, Ottawa, February 6-7, 2018.

28. Presented on “Firearms Technological Advances Affecting Performance and Classification”
to Ontario Crown Prosecutors at their “Firearms Prosecutions 2018” conference in Toronto,
Ontario, February 14, 2018.

29. Presented on “Firearm Variants” as applied in the Criminal Code Regulations to the Public
Safety Minister’s Canadian Firearms Advisory Committee (CFAC), Ottawa, May 29, 2018.

30. Delivered a course on the illicit manufacture of Glock handguns from Polymer 80 receiver
blanks, to the National Weapons Enforcement Support Team (NWEST), Ottawa, January 29 to
February 1, 2019.

31. Delivered a course on the illicit manufacture of firearms based on 3D printing, receiver
blanks, resin casting, airsoft receivers, and special purpose CNC mills, and silencers based on 3D
printing and adapting fuel filters, to the National Weapons Enforcement Support Team
(NWEST), Ottawa, September 30 to October 4, 2019.

Other Credentials:

Firearms safety instructor (ON-967, 2000 to 2017) for the Canadian Firearms Safety Course and
the Canadian Restricted Firearms Safety Course.

Firearms verifier (CFR LT-01, November 13, 1998) per the Firearms Registration Certificate
Regulations.

ISO 9001, 10011-1, 10011-2 & 10011-3 Laboratory Lead Assessor qualifications for auditing
and management of audit programmes, Academia Qualitas (#A-916, April, 1997).

Attended numerous police, forensic and firearms industry related trade shows and society
meetings

Toured numerous firearms and ammunition factories worldwide.

Have appeared on numerous television and radio shows speaking on forensic and firearms related
matters.



Court Testimony and Affidavits:

British Columbia: Provincial Court, County Court, Supreme Court
Alberta: Provincial Court, Court of Appeal
Saskatchewan: Provincial Court, District Court, Court of Queen’s Bench
Manitoba: Manitoba Aboriginal Justice Inquiry
Ontario: Provincial court, District Court, Supreme Court
Quebec: Court of Sessions of the Peace, Superior court
New Brunswick: Provincial Court, Court of Queen’s Bench
Yukon Territory: Magistrate’s Court, Supreme Court
Supreme Court of Canada: reference on the constitutionality of firearms registration
Parliamentary and Senate Committees
Other: CITT, various boards and tribunals, inquests, judicial enquiries
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Court File No. T-735-20

FEDERAL COURT

BETWEEN:

CHRISTINE GENEROUX
JOHN PEROCCHIO, and

VINCENT R. R. PERROCCHIO

Applicants
and

ATTORNEY GENERAL OF CANADA

Respondent

CERTIFICATE CONCERNING CODE OF CONDUCT FOR EXPERT WITNESSES

I, Murray Smith, having been named as an expert witness by the Respondent, certify that I have
read the Code of Conduct for Expert Witnesses set out in the schedule to the Federal Court
Rules and agree to be bound by it.

Dated this 9th day of October, 2020

Murray Smith
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ANNOUNCEMENT OF A FIREARMS PROHIRITION
On May 1, 2020, the Government of Canada

reclassified the following firearms and
devices as prohibited:

• Nine (9) types of firearms by make and
model, and their variants;

• Firearms with a bore of 20 mm or greater,
and those capable of discharging a
projectile with a muzzle energy greater than
10,000 Joules;

• Upper receivers of M16, AR-10, AR-15 and
M4 pattern firearms.

WHAT THIS MEANS FOR YOU:

1. An amnesty has been introduced which
protects owners who were in legal
possession of one or more of these newly
prohibited firearms or devices on the day
the amendments to the Classification
Regulations came into force, May 1, 2020.

2. The Government intends to implement
a buy-back program and is looking at a
range of options. More information on the
buy-back program will be available at a
later date.

As the holder of a valid firearms licence,
you are being contacted by the Canadian

Firearms Program as you may be in
possession of one of these firearms.

WHAT ARE YOUR OPTIONS?
WHAT YOU SHOULD
KNOW ABOUT THESE
FIREARMS/DEVICES:

1. Wait for further instructions to participate in the
buy-back program.

2. Have your firearm deactivated by an approved
business.

3. Legally export your firearm, in which case
individuals can engage businesses with the
proper firearms privileges.

1. Owners of newly prohibited firearms are to keep
them securely stored in accordance with their
previous classification.

2. They cannot be sold or imported.
3. They may only be transported under limited

circumstances.
4. They cannot be legally used for hunting unless

allowed through the Amnesty Order.*
5. They cannot be used for sport shooting, either at

a range or elsewhere.

MORE INFORMATION:

For a list of newly prohibited firearms
and information about the

announcement or amnesty, go to the
Canadian Firearms Program website:
www.rcmp-grc.gc.ca/en/firearms

*Exceptions are included under the Amnesty Order to allow for the continued
use of the newly prohibited firearms and/or devices (if previously non-
restricted) by individuals who hunt or trap to sustain themselves or their
families, and by Indigenous persons exercising Aboriginal or treaty rights to
hunt At the end of the amnesty period; all firearm owners must comply with
the new taw.

CanadaRoyal Canadian Gendarmerie royale
Mounted Police du Canada



Letter to all business licence holders:

Announcement of Firearms Prohibition

As you may know, on May 1, 2020, the Government of Canada amended the Regulations
Prescribing Certain Firearms and Other Weapons, Components and Parts of Weapons, Accessories,
Cartridge Magazines, Ammunition and Projectiles as Prohibited or Restricted (commonly referred
to as the Classification Regulations). These amendments have the effect of reclassifying the
following as prohibited firearms and devices:

• nine (9) types of firearms, by make and model, and their variants;

o M16, AR-10, AR-15 rifles and M4 carbine;
o Ruger Mini-14 rifle;
o M14 rifle;
o Vz58 rifle;
o Robinson Armament XCR rifle;
o CZ Scorpion EVO 3 carbine and pistol;
o Beretta CX4 Storm carbine;
o SIG Sauer SIG MCX and SIG Sauer SIG MPX carbine and pistol; and,
o Swiss Arms Classic Green and Four Seasons series (as specified in former Bill C-

71: An Act to amend certain Acts and Regulations in relation to firearms).

• firearms with a bore of 20 mm or greater and those firearms capable of discharging a
projectile with a muzzle energy greater than 10,000 Joules; and

• the upper receivers of M16, AR-10, AR-15 and M4 pattern firearms.

An Amnesty Order, expiring April 30, 2022, has also been issued by the Government of Canada.
This Order protects business owners from criminal liability for unlawful possession of a newly
prohibited firearm if those business owners were previously in lawful possession of one or more
of the newly prohibited firearms or prohibited devices on the day the amendments to the
Classification Regulations came into force. This will allow business owners the time to come into
compliance with the law.
This announcement may impact your business as you may have these newly prohibited
firearms/devices in your inventory. While awaiting further details on the buy-back program,
every effort should be made to return the inventory back to the manufacturer. Please note:

• They may no longer be sold to individuals.
• They can be transferred to another business with the appropriate licence privileges.
• If firearms are taken on consignment, they must be returned to the owner.
• If the appropriate activity and conditions are attached to the business licence for

prohibited firearms, the business can act as an agent for export or deactivation for an
individual or other business.

1



Businesses that are licensed to possess prohibited firearms will maintain this privilege but
should familiarize themselves with the list of newly prohibited firearms and devices found at
http://canadaaazette.ac.ca/rp-pr/p2/2020/2020-05-01-x3/pdf/g2-154x3.pdf.

Should you require further information on the announcement, please refer to the Public Safety
Canada website at https://www.publicsafetv.ac.ca/cnt/cntrna-crm/frrms/index-en.aspx or the
Canadian Firearms Program website at https://www.rcmp-grc.gc.ca/en/firearnns/need know-the-

aovernment-canadas-new-prohibition-certain-firearms-ahd-devices.

Canadian Firearms Program
Royal Canadian Mounted Police
https://www.rcmp-grc.gc.ca/en/firearms
Tel: 1-800-731-4000 (toll free)

2
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*Unless otherwise noted, all photos are taken from the Firearms Reference Table

SG-550/SG-551
(Prohibited Firearms Regulation, para.83)

Swiss Arms Classic Green
(FRT 119482)



M16, AR-10 and AR-15 Rifles, and the
M4 Carbine

(Prohibited Firearms Regulation, para.87)

Colt AR15A3 HBAR
(FRT 25439)

Bushmaster Carbon 15
(FRT 122788)



Ruger Mini-14 Rifle
(Prohibited Firearms Regulation, para.88)

Ruger Mini 14 Ranch Rifle
(FRT 1896)



w



M14 Rifle
(Prohibited Firearms Regulation, para.89)

Harrington and Richardson M14
(FRT 20068)

*



VZ58 Rifle
(Prohibited Firearms Regulation, para.90)

Cesoslovenska Zbrojovka (SHE) VZ58
(FRT 18539)



Robinson Armament
XCR Rifle

(Prohibited Firearms Regulation, para.91)

Robinson Armament XCR
(FRT 126113)



CZ Scorpion EVO 3 Carbine and Pistol
(Prohibited Firearms Regulation, para.92)

CZ Scorpion Evo 3 A1
(FRT 136079)



Beretta CX4 Storm Carbine
(Prohibited Firearms Regulation, para.92)

Beretta Cx 4 Storm
(FRT 121042)



SIG Sauer SIG MCX and SIG Sauer MPX
Carbine and Pistol

(Prohibited Firearms Regulation, para.92)

Sig MCX Virtus Patrol Rifle
(FRT)

https://www.sigsauer.com/stare/sig-mcx-virtus-patrol.html



Firearms with
Bore 20 MM or Greater

(Prohibited Firearms Regulation, para.95)

Colt M203

(FRT 125680)

British
Mortar ML 2 inch
(FRT 13662)



%
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3 4U. ARMAUTE CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1.6 Sources• Armalite and ballot box strategyem Ireland, who received small quantities of the rifle from
black market sources. The AR-18 gas system and rotat-
ing bolt mechanism did serve as the basis for the current
British small arms family, the SA80, which came from the 1.1.5 References
XL65 which is essentially an AR-18 in bullpup configura-
tion. Other designs,such as theSingaporeSAR-80and Ger- [i] Pikula, Sam (Major), The ArmaLiie AR-10, p. 92
man G36, are based upon the AR-18.

• 300 AAC Blackout (7 62x35mm)

• .300 Whisper

• .40S&W

• .45 ACP

•.450 Bushmaster

• .458 SOCOM

•.50 Beowulf

• .50 Action Express

• McElrath, Daniel T. (December 10, 2004). “Golden
Days At ArmaLite" . American Rifleman (National
Rifle Association of America). Retrieved 2006-10-20.

• Pikula, Sam (Major), The Armalite AR-IO, Regnurn
Fund Press (1998), ISBN 9986-494^38-9

• Walter, John (2006). Riflesof the World. Krause Pub-
lications. pp. 34-37. ISBN 978-0-89689-241-5.

[2] Pikula,Sam (Major), The ArmaLiie AR- IO,pp. 23-26
By the 1970s, ArraaLite had essentially stopped all new ri-
fle development, and the company effectively ceased opera-
tiocs.*[l] In 1983 ArmaLite was sold to Elisco Tool Manu-
facturing Company , of the Philippines. The AR-18 tooling
at the Costa Mesa shop went to the Philippines, while some
of the remaining ArmaLiie employees acquired the remain- [4] Pikula,Sam (Major), The Armalite AR-IO, pp. 30-36
ing inventory of parts for the AR-17 and AR-18.’[1]

[3] Pikula,p. 25: The workshopon Santa Monica occupied only
1000 square feet, and was referred to as ’George’s backyard
garage1 by employees.

1.1.7 External links
Centerfire calibers metric measurement• Official site[5] Pikula.Sam (Major), The ArmaLiie AR-10, pp. 39-40

•5.45x39mm
1.1.2 Resurrection of the ArmaLite brand [6] Pikula, Sam (Major), The Armalite AR-10, pp. 29,31

[7] Pikula, Sam (Major), The ArmaLiie AR-10, p. 78
• 5.7x28 FN1.2 List of AR platform calibers

After passing through a series of owners, die ArmaUtc
brand name and rampant lion logo wassold in 1996 to Mark
Westrom,a former U.S.Army Ordnance officer and inven-
tor of a 7.62 NATO sniper rifle based on the design con-

cepts of Eugene Stoner. The company resumed business as
ArmaLiie Inc. Today. ArmaLite Inc. produces a number
of AR-15 and AR-10 based rifles, as well as .50 BMG rifles
(the AR-50), and a modified AR-180 named the AR-180B tlll Pikula, Sam (Major), The ArmaLiie AR-10,p. 88
(discontinued in 2009). Armalite has also announced that
they are introducing a handgun line including the AR-24 [12] Pikula,Sam (Major), The ArmaLiie AR-10,p. 90
and AR-26 (both pistols also discontinued).

• 6.5mm Grendel

• 6.8 mm Remington SPC

•7.62x37mm Musang

• 7.62x39mm

• 7.62x40mm Wilson Tactical

The AR platform has become widely popular for makers
of military and sporting rifles. Although the designations
“AR-10” and “AR-15” are trademarks of Colt's Manufac-
turing Company variants of both are made by many manu-
facturers.

[8] Pikula,Sam (Major), The ArmaLiie AR-10,p. 45

[91 Pikula,Sam (Major), The ArmaLiie AR-10,p. 72,73

[10] Pikula,Sam (Major), The ArmaLiie AR-10,p. 75

1.2.1 AR-15 calibers •9mm Parabellum

• 10mm AutoOriginal caliber: 5.56x45mm NATO
[13] Hahn,Nick,The Other' Autoloaders,Gun Digest 2011,65th

ed.. F+W Media (2010), p. 69In 2014, AnnaLile's marketing advertisement featuring
Michelangelo’ s “David" holding a rifle, sparked out-
rage in Italy, with the country's culture minister when he []4] hup.y/^.num .̂co uk/ncw^v.tjrid-ncw^blasted the U.S. gun company saying the advertisement
was 'offensive and iUegal'.*[14]*[15] Italian Culture Min-
ister Dario Franceschini urged the company to withdraw [15] http^/news.nalionalposLcom/2014/03/09/
the advertisement after images of it appeared on several
Italian media websites over the weekend.’[16] Frances-
chini tweeted “The image, of David, armed, offends and [161 http://time.com/17313/

infringes the law.”[17]*[18] He further expressed taking
action against the American company so that it immedi-
ately withdraws its campaign." *(19] Various media portals
around the world reported the disappointment of the Cul-
ture Minister.*[20]*[21]

Calibers which will not feed bnt which are used in rifles
where the receiver functions only asa trigger groupRimfire calibers

michelargcio-armalite-advert -weapons-firm-3223644 •.17 HMR •.50 BMG

•.17 Winchester Super Magnum

•.22 Long Rifle
Italy-bbtns-u- j-gun-company-armalitc-ovcr-ad-featuring-mic 1.2.2 AR-10 calibers

Original caliber: 7.62x51 mm NATOitaly-furious-at-gun-toting-david-statue-in-u-s-rifle-ad/ Centerfire calibers inch measurement
[17] http://www.bbc.coin/news/world-europe-26501460 Center fire calibers•.17 Remington

•.204 Ruger

•.223 Remington - .223 cartridges may function in
a 5.56x45mni rifle, however 5.56x45 cartridges will
produce excessive pressure in a .223 rifle.

•.243 Winchester Super Short Magnum

•.25 Winchester Super Short Magnum

•.30 Carbine

•.30 Remington AR

[]8] http://www.nydailynews.com/newsAvorld/
michelangelo-david-holds-gun-controveisial-ad-article-1.
1715702

•.243 Winchester

• .260 Remington

• 6.5mm Creedmoor

• 7mm-08 Remington

• .308 Winchester - considered interchangeable with
7.62x51 NATO according to SAAME.

• .338 Federal

•.358 Winchester

1.13 Word use [19] hap://www.toronlosun.com/2014/03/10/
ad-of-michelangelos-david-with-rifle-draws-fire•Filipinos refer to all AR series rifles and also the M

series rifles made by Colt as Armalite Rifles. [201 hnpi/www.dailymail co uWnewv/article- 2577177/
Italians•outraged- US-wcapom-ad-featuring- Michcfaingek»-David-*
html

1.1.4 See also
[21] bup^/news.nationalposLcom/2014/03/09/

italy•blasts-u-s- gun-company-srmali te-over•ad-featuring- rruchcU*•List of modem armament manufacturers
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• Small caliber, accurate, lightweight, high-velocity
round (.223/5.56x45mm)

• Easily adapted to fire numerous other rounds

• Front sight adjustable for elevation

• Rear sight adjustable for windage (most models) and
elevation (some models)

• Wide array of optical aiming devices available in ad-
dition to or as replacements of iron sights

• Direct impingement gas system (as designed) with
short or longstroke gas piston, or direct blowback op-
erating systems available

•Synthetic pistol grip and butt stock that do not swell or
splinter (regulated in some states)

• Various magazine capacity, ranging from 10 to 30-
round or more

• Ergonomic design that makes the charging handle, se-
lector switch (which also engages the safety), maga-
zine release, and bolt catch assembly easy to access.

•4 MOA Accuracy as a MILSPEC standard

of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF) re- bullet moves past a gas port located above the rifle's front
quirements that civilian weapons may not be easily convert- sight base. The gas rushes into the port and down a gas
ible to full-automatic. In the late 1970s and early 1980s, tube, located above the barrel, which runs from the front
items such as the “Drop In Auto Sear” or “lightning- sight base into the AR-15’s upper receiver. Here, the gas
link,” conversion to full automatic was very straightforward tube protrudes into a “gas key” (bolt carrier key) which
(sometimes requiring machining of the lower receiver with accepts the gas and funnels it into the bolt carrier,
use of a mill and M16 Bolt Carrier Group).’[13|*( 141 Such
modifications, unless using registered and transferable parts
made prior to May 19, 1986, are illegal. (The Firearm
Owners Protection Act in 1986 has redefined a machine gun
to include individual components where a semi-automatic
firearm can be converted to full-automatic based on a 1981
ATF ruling on machine gun parts.) Since 1993, The Bolt
Carrier Groups used in AR-15 type rifles for civilians have
employed additional measures to prevent modification to
full auto. Colt AR-15's use a metal alloy wall separating
theFire Control groupfrom theSear, preventing use of such
items.

1973 Coll AR-15 SP1 rifle with 'slab side' tower receiver ( lacking
raised boss around magazine release button) and original Colt 20
round box magazine

The bolt and bolt carrier together form a piston, which is
caused to expand as the cavity in the bolt carrier fills with
high pressure gas. The bolt is locked into the barrel exten-
sion, so this expansion forces the bolt carrier backward a
short distance in line with the stock of the rifle to first un-
lock the bolt. As the bolt carrier moves toward the butt of
thegun, the bolt cam pin, riding in a sloton the bolt carrier,
forces the bolt to turn and unlock from the barrel exten-

Colt’s manufacture of their first 300 AR-15s in December
1959.*[9] Colt marketed the AR-15 rifle to various mili-
tary services around the world. After modifications (most
notably the relocation of the charging handle from under the
carrying handle to the rear of the receiver), the redesigned
rifle was adopted by the United States military as the Ml6
rifle.‘[10]

In 1963, Colt started selling the semi-automatic version of
the M16 rifle as the Colt AR-15 for civilian use and the term
has been used to refer tosemiautomatic-only versions of the
rifle since then.*[11]Colt continued to use the AR-15 trade-
mark for its semi-automatic variants (AR-15, AR-15A2)
which were marketed to civilian and law-enforcement cus-
tomers. The original AR-15 wasa very lightweight weapon,
weighing less than 6 pounds with empty magazine. Later
heavy-barrel versions of the civilian AR-15 can weigh up-
wards of 8.5 lb.*[12J
Today the AR-15 and its variations are manufactured by
many companies and are popular among civilian shooters
and law enforcement forces around the world due to their
accuracy and modularity (for more history on the develop-
ment and evolution of the AR-15 and derivatives see M16
rifle).
The trademark “AR15” or “AR-15” is registered toColt
Industries, which maintains that the term should only be
used to refer to their products. Other AR-15 manufacturers
make AR-15 clones marketed under separate designations,
although colloquially theseare sometimes referred to by the
term AR-15.
Some notable features of the AR-15 include:

sion. (The gas system only serves to unlock the bolt once
the projectile has exited the barrel). Once the bolt is fully
unlocked it begins its rearward movement along with the
bolt carrier. The bolt's rearward motion extracts the empty

Automatic variants have a three-position rotating selective cartridge case from the chamber, and as soon as the neck of
fire switch, allowing the operator to select between three the case clears the barrel extension, the bolt's spring-loaded
modes:safe,semi-automatic, and eitherautomaticor three- ejector forces it out the ejection port in the side of the upper
round burst, depending on model. Civilian Colt AR-15 receiver. The bolt is much heavier than the projectile, and
models do not have three-round burst or automatic settings; along with the recoil-spring pressure inside thestock buffer-
tbeycan only be fired asa semi-automatic, and are therefore tube performs the cartridge ejection function and chambers
not selective fire weapons. In semi-automatic-only van- the following cartridge,

ants, the switch only functions to rotate between safe and
fire. Some other manufacturers may mark their rifles with
three-positions for collectors and re-enactors, though the
guns will not fire in those modes. However weapons mod-
ified to full automatic using a lightning-link are capable of
full automatic fire only—unless a special full automatic fire
select mechanism and modified selector-switch is substi
tuted.*U3]

Behind the bolt carrier is a plastic or metal buffer which
rests in line with a return spring that pushes the bolt car-
rier back toward the chamber. A groove machined into the
upper receiver traps the cam pin and prevents it and the
bolt from rotating into a closed position. The bolt's lock-
ing lugs then push a fresh round from the magazine which
is guided by feed ramps into the chamber. As the bolt's
locking lugs move past the barrel extension, the cam pin is
allowed to twist intoa pocket milled into the upper receiver.
This twisting action follows the groove cut into the earner
and forces the bolt to twist and “lock" into the barrel's
unique extension.

2.4.2 Operating mechanism

2.43 Variants

See also: AR-15 variants
The AR-15 rifle is available in a wide range of configura-•Aircraft grade forged 7075-T6 aluminum receiver is

lightweight, highly corrosion-resistant, and machin-
able.

AR-15 sight picture
• Modular design allows the use of numerous acces-

sories such as after market sights, vertical forward Semi-automatic AR-15s few sale to civilians are internally
grips, lighting systems, night vision devices, laser- different from the full automatic M16,although nearly iden-
targeting devices, muzzle brakes/flash hiders, sound deal in external appearance.The hammerand trigger mech-

anisms are of a different design. The bolt carrier and in-
ternal lower receiver of semi-automatic versions are milled

•Straight-line stock design eliminates the fulcrum ere- differently, so that the firing mechanisms are not inter-
ated by traditional bent stocks, reducing muzzle climb, changeable. This was done to satisfy United States Bureau

suppressors, bipods, etc., and makes repair easier Diagram of an M16 rifle, firing

The main mechanism of operation for the rifle is knowh as
directgas impingement.Gasis tapped from the barrel as the Coü AR-15 Sporter SP1 Carbine
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lions from a large number of manufacturers. These config-
urations range from short carbine-length models with fea-
tures such as adjustable length stocks and optical sights, to

performance with varying loads, but heavier, longer pro- existing flash suppressor as opposed to using the barrel's
jecdles tend to perform better with faster rifling rates.’[18] threads.’[22]
Additionally, the various non .223 / 5.56 calibers have their
own particular twist rate, such as 1:10, 1:11 and 1:12 for
6.8x43mm SPC, 1:10for 7.62x39mm, 1:9 for the6.5Gren-
del and 1:8 for .300 Blackout.

heavy barrel models.
Due to the rifle's modular design, one upper receiver can
quickly and easily be substituted for another. There
many aftermarket upper receivers that incorporate bar-
rels of different weights. lengths and calibers. Some
available calibers for the AR-15 are the .223 Reming-
ton/5.56x45mm. .300 Blackout, .45 ACP. 5.7x28mm. 6.5
mm Grendel. 6.8 mm Remington SPC.’[15] 30 Beowulf,
30 BMG, and .458 SOCOM *(16] It is not recommended
to chamber the 536x45 NATO into a rifle designated .223
Remington, due to the increased chamber pressure in the
536mm cartridges; the two cartridges arc similar, but not

2.4S Legal status of civilian ownershipare

Australia

AR-15 rifles, like all semi-automatic rifles, are subject to
strong restrictions of ownership in all states and territories
in Australia. The only means of legally owning an AR-15-
type rifle in Australia today beyond law enforcement is to
have a Category D Firearms License (c.g. a professional
animal culler), to have a Firearms Collector's License and
the firearm deactivated (with the barrel plugged up and the
action welded shut), or converted to Wank fire if one is a
member of a military re-enactment organization.

A Colt AR-15 on display at the National Firearms Museum. This
example is fined withan early waffle-patterned 20-round magazine.

identical.
Standard issue magazines are 20- or 30-round staggered-
column magazines, traditional box magazines exist in 40-
and 45-round capacities, and usable magazines have been
constructed from a variety of materials including steel, alu- Restrictions on semi-automatic rifles were introduced in
minum, and high-impact plastics. Drum magazines with 1996 m response to the Port Arthur massacre-one of the
90- and 100-round capacities exist such as Beta G-Mags, firearms used was an AR-15. Previously,AR-15 rifles were
Low-capacity magazines, usually of a 5- or 10-round ca- legal to own in Queensland and Tasmania,

parity, are available to comply with some areas' legal re-
strictions, hunting, and because larger magazines can in-
hibit shooting from a bcnchrest Surefire is now offering
extended capacity magazines in 60- and 100-round capac-
ity configurations. These are of a staggered column design,

dubbed casket magazines due to their shape

5.56 x45mm NATO compared to.50 Beowulf carmdga.

group. This can rapidly heat up the bolt carrier group and
cause excessive fouling, one of the main complaints about
the design. Gas piston operating systems alleviate these
problems, but can be the cause of other issues such as car-
rier tilt, which can lead to increased bolt fractures.

As a consequence to stricter legal requirements to semi-
automatic firearms; AR-15 type rifles became looexpensive
for television and film production with the requirement to
destroy or export imported semi-automatic rifles after use.

Warwick Firearms & Militaria*[23] . a Melbourne prop
maker, self-manufactures blank firing AR-15-type. WFM4
rifles locally with approximately three dozen having been
sold.*[24]

Some manufacturers offer upper and lower receivers ma-Ccb AR-15 A3Tactical Carton* Rffleisshown*uh aCQ8Tactical chined from a solid billet (block) of aluminum as opposedSing and a Cob 4i20 scope. t0 an aluminum forging. With forgings typically having a
comparatively higher strength to weight ratio than billet.When installing a new complete upper receiver, particularly

one designed to handle a different caliber of ammunition Uppcr rccci'T5“« üizing a monolithic rad system that com-
(i.c.. other than .223 Remington or 5.56x45 mm NATO). bine a nikd hind Suard *** “PP^ recover into one on-
some modification to the contents of the lower receiver may inlcmjPtcd P*»*m companies like Colt's Manu-
be required, depending on the particular conversion. For facturin8Company.Lewis Machine and Tool (LMT MRP),

example, a conversion to 9 mm typically would involve the POT-USA.and VL FOR. Htis is done to provide a continu-
installation of a magazine well block (to accommodate a *** umntmuptcd rail^100 ^t ns along d* top of the
typical 9 ram magazine, such as Uzi or Colt SMG), re- gun from^'"“P00’*charging handle to the front sight/gas
placing the .223 hammer with one designed for 9 mm am- **** ms rail^00 is used for the mounting of sights,
munition, and depending on the original stock, replacing **** a,mlng “#* vision devices, and lighting sys-
the buffer, action spring and stock spacer with those de- lcms

signed for the new 9 nun AR-15 configuration. The 9mm A side charging upper receiver has been developed by LAR
cartridge fires from an unlocked breech, or straight blow- Grizzly. Blackwood Arms has also developed a side charg-hack —rather than a locked breech, because the spring and mg upper receivcr *[17] The charging handle can be had in
boh provide enough weight to allow this type of function- a left side, right side, or ambidextrous configuration Since
mg. These guns do nor utilize the direct gas impingement the charging handle is attached to the bolt carrier making it
method of operation like the original. a reciprocating design, it can be utilized as a forward assist

device as well.

2.4.4 Muzzle devices

Most AR15 rifles have a barrel threaded in 1/2-28” threads
toincorporate the useof a muzzle devicesuchas a flash sup-
pressor.sound suppressor or muzzle brake *[19]The initial
design had three tines or prongs and was prone to breakage
and getting entangled in vegetation The design was later In Austria, semi-automatic centerfire rifles have to be clas-
etanged to dose the end to avoid this and eventually on the sified as sporting or hunting firearms in order to obtain
A2 version of the rifle, the bottom port was closed to re- civilian-legal status. After this classification, they are con-
duce muzzle climb and prevent dust from rising when the «dered “category B" firearms, which means that holders
nfle was fired in the prone posttion.’[20) For these reasons, of gun license» may own them These licenses are may-
the US Military declared this muzzle devicea compensator, issue items if the applicant specifies a valid reason (self-
bunt B mw commonly known as the -G!” or “A2" flash defense at home for example is considered valid by law in
suppressor.’[21] ««)• passes a psychological test and attends a gun-

basics course. Currently, three AR-15 manufacturers, all
Some jurisdictions have banned or severely restnet usage of producing a Germany have had versions of their AR15
flash suppressors. In most of these areas. AR-15 shexxers mocjels successfully classified as class B weapons. These
have installed muzzle brakes or compensatorson their rifles. Austrian versions diffcr slighlly fr0ra ^original design in
The threaded barrel allowssound suppressors with thesame order to ensure that no military full-auto trigger, bolt and
thread pattern to be installed directly to the barrel, how- barrel may be installed. Additionally, bayonet lugs and flash
ever this can result in complications such as being unable to hiders are prohibited on semi-automatic rifles while Muzzle
remove the suppressor from the barrel.’[22] A numbec of brakes and compensators are legal. There is no minimum
suppressor manufacturers have turned todesigning “direct- length for barrels, therefore even barrel lengths as short as
connect" sound suppressors which can be installed over an 73" are possible.

Austria

Some AR-15's like the POF.LWRCL H&K.Sturm Rugcr.
SIG Sauer. CMMG, and Adams Arms offerings replace the Early models had a 1:14 rale of twist for the original 55
DG!(direct gas impingement ) operating system with a short grain (3.6 g) bullets. This was changed to 1:12 when it was
stroke/long stroke gas piston system. These guns usually found that 1:14 was insufficient to stabilize a bullet when
have modified bolt carriers, gas keys, and gas blocks. When fired in cold weather. Most recent rifles have a 1:9 or 1:7
fired.DGI systems dump high pressure hot gas through the twist rate. There is much controversy and speculation as
gas tube to the bolt carrier key and into the bolt earner to how differing twist rates affect ballistics and terminal
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Canada Czech Republic eluding the AR-15, is legal with gun license (Waffenbe- New Zealand
sitzkarte). These licenses are may-issue items if the appli-
cant specifies a valid reason (collecting, hunting or sports The AR-15 rifle is treated like any other semi-automatic ri-
shooting), has no criminal background and attends a gun- fle. They are legal to own by individuals holding a firearms
basics course
For German hunters, their semi-automatic firearm's maga-
zine must be modified in such a way that its maximum ca-
pacity is only 2 rounds (excluding handguns), meaning that
when hunting game animals only 3shots in total can be fired
(as one additional round is loaded in the chamber) without
reloading. This rule is stated in German hunting law and gweden
not in German gun law.

See also: Gun politics in the Czech Republic

The Government of Canada classifies the AR-15 (and Us license however specific features (folding stock, pistol grip,
magazines holding more than 7 rounds, etc.) will re-
quire it to be registered as a Military-Style Semi-Automatic
(MSSA) requiring an 'E Category' endorsement on their li-

. . . . _ The Czech Firearms Act categorizes semi-automatic rifles
T“B) as a restnaed firearm For anyone wanting to as “Class B- class B finanrom t0lawfully own an AR-15, they must obtain a Possession
and Acquisition License (PAL) valid for restricted firearms
(RPAL) and then each acquisition of a restricted class
firearm is subject to approval by the Chief Firearms Of-
ficer (CFO) of the would-bc buyer’s province of
dence.*[25]*[26] With the introduction of strict gun con-
trol measures by former Prime Minister Jean Chretien (Bill
C-68), the AR-15 had originally been intended to be clas-
sified as a prohibited firearm, making it impossible to pri-
vately own one. However,due to the presence of nationwide
Service Rifle target shooting competitions, the AR-15 was is no capacity limitation for sport or self-
granted a sporting exception. defense use. On the other hand, only magazines with max-

imum capacity of two rounds may be used for hunting. AR
15 as well as any other semi-automatic rifle may be carried
loaded for self-defense only in concealed manner. Hunters
may cany the firearm openly to and from the area of a hunt
in way preventing its immediate use (i.e. unloaded, with
empty magazines). There are no limitations on flash hiders
and bayonets, while lasers and silencers fall into “Class A”
category requiring a may-issue permit (usually difficult to
obtain). Night vision falls also into “Class A" category,
however the permit process for it has been simplified since
2014 for hunters Moreover, in 2015 the Ministry of Agri-
culture started subsidizing up to 80% of purchase price of
night visions to hunters who shoot more than 20 wild boar
a year in order to cull boar infestation.

one with a firearm license, which is shall issue (i.e. can't be
denied) subject to fulfillment of the act's conditions (e g.
clean criminal record, no history of mental illness, no DUI
in past three years, passing gun license exam). Prior to pur-
chase, a licensed civilian needs to fill a permit to “buy. pos-
sessand carry” . which JS alsoshall issue and takes about 15
minutes to process, with local police station. The purchase
permit is valid for one year. Any firearm must be registered
with the police within ten days of purchase.

cense.

resi-

For German sports shooters, semi-automatic firearm's mag- The AR-15, like all other semi-automatic rifles, is legal for
azines must be modified, that its maximum capacity is only individuals who need one for competitive use (EPSC rifle

or 3-gun matches). A valid competition license is required,
and all weapons are registered with the police. The AR-15
is not allowed for hunting use

10 rounds (excluding handguns).
The possession of ammunition without a special permission
(see above) is prohibited by the German weapon's law.

As with all Restricted firearms (including most pistols,
some shotguns, and some rifles) AR-15s are allowed to be
fired only at certified firing ranges since the CFOs of all
provinces and territories have agreed to issue ATTs (Au-

thority ToTransport) for these guns only to certified ranges.
Since owners cannot legally take these guns anywhere else
that shooting is allowed, they can in effect only shoot them
on certain ranges. In order to legally own and transport a
Restricted firearm, the firearm must be registered with the
Royal Canadian Mounted Police Canadian Firearms Pro-
gram and must apply for an Authorization to Transport
(or ATT) from the Chief Firearms Officer (CFO) for their
province or territory. Additionally, the firearm must be un-
loaded, deactivated by a trigger or action lock, and be in a
locked, opaque "hard to break into" (Which is not legally AR 15s 316 9uite poplar in the Czech Republic. As of
defined within the Canadian firearms act or the CCC.) con- 2015* m manufacturers of AR 15 in the Czech
tainer during transport ’'[27]

South AfricaFrance

The AR-15 like any other semi-automatic longaim in South
Africa, is legal for anyone who holds any of the following
licenses:

In France, any firearms using military calibers (9mm, 5.56
NATO, 7.62x39, 7.62 NATO, .45 ACP, .50 BMG, .50
AE.) are authorized as category 1 weapons. While fully au-
tomatic category one weapons are highly restricted, semi-
automatic ones are legal for civilian possession. A hunting
or sports shooting license is required to possess and pur-
chase any firearm in France.

• Licence to possess firearm for dedicated hunting and
dedicated sports-shooting

• Licence to possess firearm for business purposes

• Licence to possess restricted firearm for self-defenceIreland

In Ireland, semi-automatic AR-15s are legal. Its status as a While not prohibited common citizens can only
semi-automatic centrefire rifle means that it requires a re- automatic AR- I5s if they are members of a hunting or tar-
stricted firearms licence from the applicant's local Garda get ciub, and possess dedicated sport person or dedicated
chief superintendent. Upgraded security measures may be hunter status granted by organisations accredited by the
a pre-condition of granting this licence.*[29] SAPS (South African Police Service).’[30]‘[31] Other li-

own semi-
Republic: V-AR, Proarms Armory and LUVO

The issuance of ATTs varies considerably from province
to province, and is generally reflective of a particular Finland
province’s political and social levels of acceptance toward
gun ownership. In Ontario the “policy” of the CFO In Finland, possession of semi-automatic rifles, including
(Currently Chris Wyatt) is to obtain an ATT for restricted the AR-15, is legal, provided that the rifle's owner acquires
firearms is to become a member of a range. However policy a permit for owning one. A license is required for each
is not law and when challenged they have no choice but to individual firearm and there needs to be a specific reason
either issue the ATT requested or do a formal refusal which for ownership such as participation in the shooting sports
can be challenged (for free) in court since they must abide and hunting. In Finland maximum magazine capacity in
by the law. It is not legal for them to refuse on the phone hunting is 3 rounds. But in addition a hunter can have 1
since the only acceptable method for that is in writing as per round chambered which brings their direct ammo capacity

up to 4 rounds. There is no magazine capacity limit on guns
for target shooting.

censes allowing the possession of semi-automatic rifles are
only available to people who require their use in the con-
duct of their business (e.g. security personnel), and citi-
zens who can convincingly prove to the Registrar that non-
restricted firearms are not sufficient to provide protection.
The latter requires a specific motivation for the need of a re-
stricted firearm forself-defence’[30] and have been granted
to rhino farmers.’[32]*[33]"[34]

Italy

In Italy, the AR-15 rifle belongs to B7 class and can be
owned by civilians, provided it is incapable of fully auto-
matic fire. Like every other gun, it must be registered and
to purchase it citizens must have a valid license, which is
granted to every person who qualifies.
The rifles are chambered in .223 or 5.56x45 (M193 ball).
Only NATO specifications ammo in 5.56 mm is not allowed United Kingdom
for civilian use. Due to Italian legal catalog of rifles, this
type can be considered for hunting use or sports use (de- As with all semi-automatic, centerfire rifles, AR-15s are
pending of classifications). If the rifle is classified for hunt- classed as a Section 5 weapon (Prohibited), i.e., a person
ing use is possible to own unlimited AR-15s, while the rifle must provide an exceptional reason and gain permission
is classified for sporting use is possible to own only 6 guns from the Home Secretary, making ownership all but im-

possible for a private citizen. However, centerfire AR-15s

FA s.72( l )*[28]

However in Alberta, where firearms ownership is widely
accepted, generally a single ATT is promptly issued that
allows citizens to transport firearms to border crossings, Germany
gunsmiths, and shooting ranges Firearms transfers in
provinces such as Ontario, Quebec and some others can The AR-15. like other semi-auto rifles, is categorized as
take up to 6 months to process. “Class B" firearm. Possession of semi-automatic rifles, in- with the same “sporting” classifications.



* »
cision. This would put the fleet of sendee rifles of the Cana- forces, under the designation “LII9AI ” This version of -w * piemaco LSW
dian Armed Forces on par with Colt Canada's latest offer- theC8 is also in service with the Norwegian MJK and HJK. I ~
ings and upgrades of the Danish and Dutch militaries who . Colt Automatic Rifle
have adopted rifles with monolithic upper receivers. This I ^ Diemaco also paired up to develop a squad
version will require the use of the Colt Canada M203A1 C8FTHB
with a different mounting system due to the new aluminium
quad-rail handguard.
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• Direct gas system: The unique direct gas system elim-
inates the operating rod and keeps all of the firing
forces in line with the bore for maximum accuracy and
reliability.

• Hammer forged heavy match barrel: The very heavy
barrel profilemaintains zero with accessories fitted and
provides extra thermal mass to dissipate heat for en-
hanced consistency.

•Flat top: The upper receiver can be manufactured in
the original Canadian Forces specification Weaver rail,
or with a MIL-STD-1913 Picatinny rail.

au-

Concems that Princess Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry
had with the C8 led to the creation of the C8FTHB. The
C8FTHB (Flat Top Heavy Barrel) features numerous im-
provements over the C8. including a heavy profile cold
hammer-forged barrel with simon sleeve for mounting of
the Canadian Forces M203A1 and bayonet and Elcan C79
Optical Sight.

2.20.2 C8

The Colt Canada C8 carbine range are carbine variants
erf the C7 family, and is mechanically and aesthetically very
similar to the Colt 653. Colt made the initial C8s for Cana-
dian Forces as the Colt Model 725. The C8 has a 368
(14.5 in) A1 profile barrel like the Colt Model 653 M16A1 bished C8 receivers. “FTHB” was stamped next to the
carbine, but with a 1 in 180 ram (7 in) rifling twist appro- C8 markings on the lower; receivers. Colt Canada later
priate for the 5.56x45mm NATO C77 cartridge. The C8 manufactured new lower receivers with C8FTHB mark-
incorporates the design improvements featured on C7 rifles, Later. C8FTHB carbines that were upgraded to the

C8A3 had “.A3" stamped next to the markings, giving
“C8FTHBA3" markings. Only 400 C8FTHBs were up-
graded to C8FTHBA3s before Colt Canada started simply
marking new receivers “C8A3" .

Danish LSW M/04 with optical sight

tomatic weapon variant of the series. The Diemaco Light
Support Weapon (LSW) features a heavy barrel suitable for CIO small bore training version
sustained fire. The LSW can only be fired on fully auto-
matic. The LSW has a boxy square handguard with a car- Diemaco makesa training version of the C7 named theCIO.
rying handle and a vertical foregrip that can be used as a It fires .22 Long Rifle ammunition, but is only capable of

semiautomatic fire. The stock and lower receiver are one

Some of the earlier C8FTHB carbines used old refur-mm

monopod. The LSW was made with no bayonet lug until re-
cently because of the original bipod. A new bipod attaches piece,

to the same barrel yoke as the carrying handle and front
grip, so current LSWs are made with a bayonet lug. Unlike
many M16 variants, it fires from an open bolt,allowing the
removal of the forward assist. The LSW used by the Royal
Danish Army and the Netherlands Marine Corps fires from
adosed bolt and also hasa semi automatic firing mode. The
Diemaco LSW was originally a license produced variant of
the Colt 750, but both Colt and Diemaco have upgraded
tbeir respective weapons to include features like a detach-
able carry handle and other features separately.

C8A1

IUR-Integrated Upper ReceiverThe improved C8A1 (Diemaco C8FT) is essentially a C8
carbine with a C7A1 flat -top upper receiver; the carbine
having a 36.8 cm (14.5” ) barrel versus the 50.8 cm (20”
) bared typically seen on the C7.'[4] The overall layout of

^CBAls have also been more commonly seen with the de-
tachable cany handle with A1 sights developed by Diemaco
for both the C7FT and the C8FT.The C8A1 was never of-
ficially adopted by the Canadian Forces and was only used
in Afghanistan for the ability to use the C79 optica] sights.

In 2008 or 2009, Colt Canada introduced a completely new
designed upper receiver with integrated rail attachment sys-
tem. The front handguard is in this system permanently at-
tached to the upper receiver. The whole system is forged
from one piece, and is sometimes called a monolithic rail.
Thissystem allowsforacompletely free floating barrel. An-
other unique feature is that the system can be adapted for
different barrel lengths by screwing on an extension. The
system was introduced as an upgrade in the Dutch array
with the C7 and C8 in 2009 and currently is introduced with
the Danish Army.*[11]'[12]

C8A3

the weapon remains
features the same cold-hammer forged barrel and flat-top
upper receiver as the C8FTHB as well as all the mid-life
upgrades that appeared on the C7A2 such as the green fur-
niture. ambidextrous charging-handle latch, magazine re-
lease and selector lever. It also includes the TRIAD I rail
for C8, which has one slot less than the C7 TRIAD I, to
accommodate the M203A1 sight.

2*20.4 Other Diemaco variants

C7CT and C8CT Designated Marksman variants

Diemaco's C7/C8 family is completed with two designated
marksman variants, the C7CT and C8CT, with CT mean-
ing Custom Tactical. These accurized C7/C8 variants are
designed to provide accurate engagement up to 600 m (660 2.20.6 In service
yd), while providing system commonality to other fielded
weapons. They have two-stage match triggers and weighted Denmark
stocks to counterbalance the heavy 508 mm (20.0 in) or
410 mm (16 in) free-floating barrel surrounded by a tubular Denmark bought the first batch of C7A1 in 1995 and C8A2
forestock. A removable bipod, rails for designators, sling, in 1996, designating them the M/95 and M/96 carbine. In
etc. attach to that forestock. A special, distinctive pistol 2004 the LSW, named LSV M/04 was added to the arsenal,
grip is fitted and the C7-style buttstock can be adjusted with These are to replace the German made M/75 (H&K G3),
shims. Sound suppressors are usually fitted.'[91 The rifle which has been the main infantry weapon since 1975.
is designed as a sniper spotter weapon or a police contain- ^C?A1 is jssued to standard infantry units of the Royal
ment weapon. The CT series weapons meet or exceed all Danish ^C8A2 is issued to units where the phys-
applicable military standards including: reliability in all en- ically ,onger C?A1 ^ ^ obstnictive to that units pri-
vironmental and operational conditions, accuracy, lethality, mary work ^^ logisticians, tankers and special units,
maintainability in field conditions and safety."[10]

Custom tactical features:

C8A2

Other C8 variantsThe C8A2 carbine is very similar to the C8. but having a
cold-hammer forged heavy 14.5" barrel (as opposed to the
14J" pencil-profile bared;and a flat-top upper receiver. It Tw° additional C8 variants exist The C8CQB is similar
was never adopted by the Canadian Forces but was made to *e Mark 18 Mod 0 CQBR. having a 250 mm (10 in)
for other countries and law enforcement agencies.

2.20.5 C7/C8 variants comparison table

or 290 mm (11.6 in ) barrel and a Vortex Rash Hider made
by Smith Enterprise Inc.*[5] The smaller Personal Defense
Weapon (PDW) variant has an overall length of 530
(20.7 in) with stock fully retracted. It has a 140 mm (5.7

T, „ in) barrel and the receiver extension has been shortened byThe Special Forces Weapon (SFW) features a longer, 400 42 mm (1.65 in),mm (15.7 in) barrel of a heavier profile than the C8A1. It is
designed to providea fire support capability in carbine form,

in 2011. the Royal Canadian Mounted Police adopted the
A sleeve, called the simon sleeve, is slipped over the end of **IUR (Integral Upper Receiver ) with ancillary compo-
the barrel and is retained by the compensator and its crush 35 1*̂ carbine.*(6]* I7] These rifles have been
washer. It is used to mount bayonets and M203Als The ^rilt 38 semi-automatic only.
front sight base is strengthened for mounting of the Heckler This version (C8 IUR) is also operated by all 4 branches of
& Koch AG-C/EGLM grenade launcher. The British mili- the Danish Defence,*(81and the Danish Security and Intel
tary acquired a number of SFWs, primarily for their special ligence Service's AKS. (S.W.A.T)

mmC8SFW

Jægerkorpsct and Frpmandskorpset (Special forces) use the
C8SFW with a 401 mm (15.8 in) bareel and extra front
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[13] “Fakta om vâbenr0veriet mod Antvorskov Kaseme" [The 2.20.11 External links
facts of the weapons robbery at Antvorskov Kaseme] (in
Danish) Police of Denmark. 25 March 2009 Retrieved
16 February 2015.

the 5.56mm model. The lower receiver will also ac-
cept older mil-spec M16 or M16 upper receivers with
an adapter Receivers will be available that accept
5.56x45mm NATO NATO rounds, 6.8x43mm Remington
SPC rounds, 7.62x39mm rounds, and 7 62x5lmm NATO
rounds. Each upper receiver has its own rail system, which
allowsscopes, orotheroptics to be pre-sighted for each con-
figuration, and swapped quickly to perform different tasks.
The system can be anodized in a standard matte black fin-
ish, but has standard color options including Desert Brown,
Digital Camouflage, and Vista Camouflage, which are ap-
plied during the anodizing process to prevent wear during

• Robinson Armament XCR

• List of assault rifles• Canadian Forces website

• Colt Canada (Formerly Diemaco)
2.21.5 References[14] “Politi finder 40 vâben fra kasemekup” [Police recover 40

weapons from barracks coup] (in Danish). Danmarks Radio.
Ri tzau 23 November 2011 Retrieved 18 February 2015

• Assault rifle suppressors for Colt / Colt Canada models
[1] "DR Exclusive First Look!: SCAR Who? Meer the

Colt Modular Carbine (CMC) Model CM901 Multi-Caliber
7 62mm NATO Battle Rifle / 5 56mm NATO Assault Rifle
for U.S.Military Special Operations Forces (SOF) and Gen-
eral Infantry Forces (GIF). DefenseReview (DR) Reports
(Photos and Video!)". Defense Review. Retrieved 2013-
10-18.

[2] Abas, Marhalim (2013-06-20). “Army Gets Colt’s CM901"
. Malaysian Defence Retrieved 2013-07-11

[15] New Canadian-Made Rifles for the Danish Army-C8 IUR
M/10 2.21 Colt CM901

[16] “Denmark M/10 Carbine" 02a574b.nelsolhosl.com.
2010-04-26. Retrieved 2013-08-31. The Colt CM901 is a modular firearms platform that can

be converted from an assault rifle to a designated marks-
man rifle as well as short barrel carbine without the use of
tools/[1]

use.
[17] “Terrorangreb i Kpbenhavn: Gemingsvâben slammer fra et

hjemmerpveri’’ [Terrorist attack in Copenhagen: Perpetra-
tor’s weapon came from a home invasion robbery] (in Dan-
ish). Danmarks Radio. 18 February 2015. Retrieved 18
February 2015.

2.21.2 Civilian model
2.21.6 External links2.21.1 Design Colt released the LE901-16S to civilian buyers on July 20,

2012. The first 100 rifles sold received a certificate from
Colt stating the serial number to authenticate that the rifle
was 1 of the 100 distributed to the public

• Colt's Manufacturing Company Official

• Coltsmfg.com

• Coltcanada.com

[18] “Canadian military donates 2,500 rifles to Afghan army" .
CBC.ca.December 23, 2007 Retrieved June 15, 2011.

At its unveiling, Colt planned to release several variants
of the CM901 system over the course of 2011, with the
civilian “LE901-16S” being the first, The civilian model
will be available with all the same features and finishes as
the planned Law Enforcement and Military models, but
will ship stock with a semi-automatic lower receiver, and
an upper receiver with a 410 millimetres (16.1 in) barrel The Hanuman AR-15 BuJlpup [1)*[2] which was made
chambered for .308 Winchester ammunition. The barrel Pu *̂c *n May 2014 [1] [2] is a prototype AR-15 rifle
will come with a Vortex Flash hider. This variant will also Bullpup '[ ] ] [2] created by WarFairy*[1]'[2]

[19] Brewster, Murray (16 June 2011) “Afghan army gives do-
nated rifles back to Canada in favour of U.S. weapons" . The
Canadian Press. Retrieved 16 June 2011.

2.22 Hanuman AR-15 Bullpup[20] “The Netherlands Forces - C7NLD, C8NLD, LOAWNLD
Upgraded fromC7, C7A 1.C8, C8A 1 , LOAW". Retrieved
15 November 2014.

[21] Miller, David (2001). The Illustrated Directory of 20lh Cen-
iury Guns. Salamander Books Ltd ISBN 1-84065-245-4.

accept civilian AR-15 upper receivers of multiple barrel According to the creators “It requires a bufferless upper
lengths, and includes a magazine well adapter to accom-
modate smaller AR-15 magazines.

LE 901 Adapter block
[22] “Kitchener plant to make new gun for front-line RCMP

officers" . Canadian Press. 21 October 2011. Retrieved 22
October 2011.

to function, such as the ARAK-21 or Rock River Arms
PDS Carbine, or a regular upper with a CMMGStyle .22LR
Conversion installed.” *[1] Portions of the finished rifle are
designed to be printed using ABS plastic/[2J

The CM901 (Colt Modular) weapons system is based on
Colt’s existing M16/M4 military designs. It shares the
direct gas impingement operation, as well as much of the
action, controls, and basic aesthetics with previous Colt ri-

[24] “Colt C7/C8NLD 5.56mm" Retrieved 15 November 2014. Ae designs. The system's heart is a common lower receiver
housing an enlarged magazine well that will accommodate

[25] Bartocci, Christopher R. (2004). Black Rifle II The M16 larger caliber ammunition than NATO 5.56x45mm rounds,
into the 21st Century Collector Grade Publications Incor- ambidextrous controls for the bolt release mechanism, mag-
porated ISBN 0-88935-348-4.

Magpul Pmags are recommended

[23]

2.213 Users
2.22.1 Specification

Malaysia: The Malaysian Army purchased 200
CM901s assault rifles, which will be used as a general The configuration at the top is with a SBR upper with a

length of 20 inches with the configuration below consisting
of a 16 inch upper with a length of 26.5 inches/ I1] The
initial a prototype lacks a safety and adjustable outside of
interchangeable butt pads, but the creators say “it should
work without issue” /[1]

issue rifle.*[2]azine release, and fire selector/safety lever, trigger group,

pistol grip, telescopic stock, and buffer tube. The system
will accept a series of upper receiver assemblies that con-
tain the respective action required to accommodate the var-
ious caliber rounds accepted by the weapon. A re-designed
upper receiver firing standard 5.56mm ammunition will be

[28] “Royal Military Police train for dose protection ”. Retrieved produced in various barrel lengths, all having a monolithic
15 November 2014.

[26] “Paint-ball kan ha ull0st poliliaksjon - VG Nett" . Vg.no.
Retrieved 2013-08-31. 2.21.4 See also

• Adaptive Combat Rifle

• AK-12

[27]
The lower receiver weighs 1.45 pounds when created using
ABS plastic material, the creators estimate the “material
cost will be between 20 and 40 dollars depending on the
cost of your material” /[!]

WarFairy stated that the later versions will include a safety.
Like the Charon, the Hanuman’ s components were de-
signed and meant to be printed individually, to allow those
with small 3D printers to print the device/[3]

design with a full-length top rail, and three auxiliary rails for
mounting accessories, free-floating barrels, and front and

[29] Video on Pathfinder Platoon showing them using the C8 rear flip-up sights standard, when not using upgraded op-
Carbine alongside more standard L85A2s" . htlp://www.
youlube.com Retrieved 2010-05-31.

• Beretta ARX-160

• CZ-805 BREN
tics

• FN SCAR
Upper receivers will be available in several calibers and
ban-el lengths, as short as 270 millimetres (10 7 in) for[30] “SAS Weapons - C8 SFW Carbine LI 19Als” • Multi Caliber Individual Weapon System
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optimized magazine and ammunition compatibility, a re-
pair kit housed inside the pistol grip, and a Flat Dark Earth
color-scheme.'[20] The stock has a fixed buttplate and no
longer has a storage space, as well as the sling loops re-
moved from it. The V2 HK Battle grip is incorporated,
which has the V2 grip profile with the storage compart-
ment of the VI grip for tools. The handguard uses a new
hexagonal-shaped cross bolt that cannot be removed by the
bolt locking lugs, but instead by the takedown tool housed
inside the grip.'[21] The Individual Carbine competition
was cancelled before a winning weapon was chosen.'[22]
The HK416A5 offers several additional features compared
to the preceding HK416 models and has become the stan-
dard military and law enforcement model line.*[23]

• HK416À5: Improved carbine entered in the
Individual Carbine competition.*[20] Competition
cancelled without a weapon chosen.'[22]

[4] Matthew Cox. “Newercarbines outperform M4 in dust test”
Armytimes.com. Retrieved 2013-10-18.

[5] Lamothe, Dan (August 9, 2010). “SAW replacement set
for real world testing” . Marine Corps Times. Retrieved 10
August 2010.

[6] Lamothe. Dan (Mar 11, 2012). “Corps ramp* up tickling of
new auto nfle" Marine Corps Times. Retrieved 25 March
2012.

[7] "Heckler-Koch.de- HK416" . Retrieved 2010-02-12.
[8] “A Historical Review of Armalite, page 6” Armalite, Inc.

January 4, 2010. Retrieved June 2, 2011.

This version of the Hk416 weapon system is currently in
use with a wide variety of SOF units around the world.

Large caliber

• HK417: larger caliber variant chambered for
7.62x51mm NATO

A suppressed DI0RS in service wish Polish GROM commandos as
a media demonstration in May 2011. Civilian 19]

[10] Lowe, Christian (2007-06-27). “Array Agrees to M4 Sand
Test Shoot-Off" . Military.Com. Retrieved 2007-09-22.

Civilian variants of the HK416 and HK417 introduced in
2007 were known as MR223 and MR308. Both are semi-
automatic rifles with several “sporterized” features. At the [I I] “M4 to face new rifles m dust-chamber lest” . Retrieved
2009 SHOT Show, these two firearms were introduced to

German arms procurement agency designation In
mid-2014, the German arms procurement agency type clas-
sified the HK416A5 with a 16.5 in (420 mm) barrel as the
G38 (for Gewehr 38). The carbine version with a 14.5 in
(370 mm) barrel received the G38K, another version with
an 11 in (280 mm) barrel received theG38C designation in
the Bundeswehr catalog (Katalog der Bundeswehr).’[24]

• D14.5RS:carbine rifle 368 mm (14.5 in) barrel

• D16.5RS: rifle with 419 mm (16.5 in) barrel

• D20RS: full-sized rifle 505 mm (19.9 in) barrel

2007-09-22.
the American civilian market renamed respectively MR556
and MR762 *[28) There is another variant of the MR556
called the MR556A1, which is an improved version of the
former.*[29] It was created with input from American spe- [131 Lamothe, Dan (July 2, 2010). "Conway eyes additional
cial forces umts.*[30] The MR556A1 lets the upper re-
ceiver attach to any M16/M4/AR-15 family lower receiver,
as the receiver take-down pins are in thesamestandard loca-
tion. The original concept for the MR556did not allow for
this, as the take-down pins were located in a “non-standard”
location. The MR223 maintains the “non-standard” loca- [15] Johnson,Steve (2011-03-07). “ New Turkish Assault Rifle”
tion of the pins, disallowing attachment of the upper re-
ceiver to the lower receivers of any other M16/M4/AR-15
family of rifles. As of 2012, the MR556A1 upper receiver
group fits standard AR-15 lower receivers without modifi-
cation, and functions reliably with standard STANAG mag-
azines'[31]

[12] Lamothe, Dan (December 14, 2009). “Frontrunner chosen
in IAR contest” . Marine Corps Times, p. 20.

As of 2013, the HK416 A5 models chambered for
5.56x45mm NATO available to the military and law en-
forcement market are:

testing for auto-rifle” . Marine Corps Times. Retrieved 2
July 2010.2.23.4 Variants

[14] “The Turkish HK416: Mehmetçik-l” Thefireaim-
blog.com. Retrieved 2013-10-18.• HK416 AS -11": sub-compact with a 279 mm (11.0

in) barrel

•HK4I6 A5 - 14.5": carbine rifle 368 mm (14.5 in)
barrel

. The Firearm Blog. Retrieved 2013-10-18.
[16] “Genelkurmay Baçkam 'Milli Tufek' le au§ yapip onayini

verdi - Hürriyet Ekonomi” . Huniyet.com.lr. Retrieved
2013-10-18.•HK416 A5-16-5”: rifle with 419 mm (16.5 in) barrel

•HK416 A5 - 20”: full-sized rifle 505 mm (19.9 in)
barrel

[17] Matthew Cox "Army considers options in replacing the
Ml* Annytiroesxom. Retrieved 2013-10-18.

[18]2.23.5 UsersHK416 based dérivâtes
[19] “HK 416A5-chocolaley smooth. I Overboppers” . Over

hoppers.wordpress.com. 2012-10-17. Retrieved 2013-10-2.23.6 See also•HK416C: ultra-compact variant. The HK416C has
a 228 ram (9.0 in) barrel and is expected to pro-
duce muzzle velocities of approximately 730 m/s
(2,395 ft/s).*[25] The firearm's precision is speci-
fied as ~ 4 MOA (12 cm at 100 m) by Heckler &
Koch.*[25]'[26]'[27]The HK416C has a high degree
of component commonality with the HK416 family,
but it has a HK416C specific shortened buffer tube and
a sliding collapsible butt-stock similar to compact vari-
ants of H&K's MP5 sub-machine gun and the HK53
carbine.

•M27 Infantry Automatic Rifle: squad automatic
weapon developed from the D16.5RS for the United
States Marine Corps

18
• List of assault rifles [20] Johnson, Steve (2012-10-17). “The New Heckler & Koch

HK4 I 6A5” . The Firearm Blog. Retrieved 2013-10-18.
[21] “Monlrala: HK416A5 - newest evolution of famous as-

sault rifle” . Montrala.blogspot.com. 2012-10-17. Retrieved
2013-10-18.

[1] Keaten, Jamey (Jan 19, 2013). “Africa forces' role in Mali [22] “Army Kills Competition to Replace M4” . Militaiy.com.
faces diverse snags” . WTOP Retrieved 23 Jan 2013. Retrieved 2013-10-18.

[2] SabahDaily. “Intruders photo in Sabah” (in Malay). Re- [23] “Heckler & Koch :: Product Overview I HK416 A5 - 11”
. Hecklcr-koch com. Retrieved 2013-10-18.

• List of carbines
A US. Army Asymmetric Warfare Group soldier armed with an
HK4J6 DJ 4.5RS ( foreground) in June 2006, during the Iraq War.

2.23.7 References

Military and law enforcement

The HK416 models chambered for 5.56x45mm NATO
available to the military and law enforcement market are: trieved 2013-03-02.

[3] “Heckler & Koch :: Technical Data I HK416 A5 - 1Î”
Heckler-kodi.com. Retrieved 2013-10-18.

[24] The HK416A5 Is Now The G38 - Thefirearmblog.com, 1
September 2014• D10RS: sub-compact with a 264 mm (10.4 in) barrel
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212 Personal Weapons > Rifles > Russian Federation
located at the toward and ol tho cocking-hondle rod can bo rotated using afoldingmetal loop; the regulator is marked 'BOflA * (Water ) and BOaflyX’ (Air).An integral imder -barrd grenade launcher, tiring the VOG-25 senes of
grenades. is fitted directly onto the fore-end. However, the launcher can bedetached if not required: the launcher sight unit graduated in 100 mIncrements from 100-400m. Basic adjustable iron sights ore fitted, but .inIntegral combination carrying handlo sight unit, which m fitted with a length otMIL-STO M1913 Rcatmny rail and located above the tngger group on theupper receiver. can be used to mount additional optical or other sighting
devices.Firedcartndgo cases are ejected forwarddowna tube whichlife alongtheupper nght side ol the gun ThemuzzleIs threaded andcanbelittod withamurde-brakaicompensator. suppressor, or blank -fwng attachment lor above
ground use as required Izhmash AK-107 5.45 mm assault rifle (Izhmash)

Specifications
AOS 5.45 mm underwater assault rifle

gas piston facing forward, while the bolt carrier also has a gas piston ’•rj
tube at the forward end of the fore-stock isdouble-ended to accomnv>i*»i
two rods The enlarged gas-tube cover of the upper handguard gu'Jnfiirods in their travel. When the rifle is fired, gas is tapped from the gas cotenter the gas tube, driving the bolt earner to the rear and driving th# ccxflrecoil upper rail forward. The critical timing of the r*c»proc:itif g rr*accomplished by a star-shaped sprocket that links and synchrony tt
components, causing both to reach Ihetr maximum extension, or null poi
where forces are exactly equal - a! exaetty the same instant. The let nca
therefore largely eliminated, enhancing accuracy and assisting control Oà
fully automatic fi - Dig navel distance ol the AK 10//AK-106 roopracj
parts ts less than that for other Kaloshnikov designs, hence the cycle m
higher,at 850-900 rds/mm rnthor thantho former 600rds/mtn.How^w.ajfelt recoil is virtually eliminated, the manufacturer claims that evon
cyclic rate increase, accuracy is enhancod, especially dunng bu*l‘n I
enhancemenl of 1 5 to 2 times he;been roported

Fire is selective, with a three round-burst capability in addition tos-nĝ m
and automatic fire The system on the AK- 107/AK 108 resets to ihree- itmburst modo each time the trigger is released, evçnil only ono or two rwj
have boen firod. Barrel life is given as a minimum of 10,000 rounds

Extomoi differences between the AK 107/AK 108 and its predec««»l^minor They include a modified ejection port and a much thicker opr'jlrjjijcover The method of attaching the receiver cover now rivofvos arot.»r ;ir|
in place of the traditional Kalashnikov button at the rear of the receiver cm
The rearaight is also attached directly to the receiver cover rather than ?
receiver itself, and the selector has four positions instead of three. Opticad
night sights can be installed, as can GP-25 40 mm grenade launchers

Calibre: 5 45 x 39 mm; ball. PSP,
PSP-UD
gas-operation, selective-fire
rolating bolt
double-column polymer
magazine
30 rds

Operation:
Locking:
Food:

Magazine capacity:
Weight, with integral grenade launcher. 4.6 kg
Length:

overall: 685 mm
418 mm
60 mm
302 mm
user determined
±700 rds/min
rifle 500 m
grenade launcher s 400 m

barrel:
Width:
Height:
Sights:
Rate of fire, cyclic:
Effective ranges:

Status
In production (2016) Offered for export sale

Contractor
KBP Instrument Design Bureau.

Variants
SAIGA MK-107
This was a commercial self-loading only variant, first seen in 2011 in a •-modified form from the military version. It was later shown with a <\n
modifications, including lengths of MIL-STD 1913 Picatinny rail along thwi
the receiver and extended gas-piston housing and under the <cr«telescoping stock of the generic M4 carbine type, revised ergonomic:grip, and multi-ported flash-suppressor

AK-107 and AK-108 assault rifles
Development
The AK-107 and the AK -108 arc 5.45 x 39 mm and 5 56 x 45 mm vendons,
respectively, of tho same nfle In this case, the designation AK indicates not
Avtomat Kalashnikova but AJoxandrov/Kaloshnikov. The revised designation
indicates the Incorporation of a new gas operating system designed by YunyAlexandrov for Kalashnikov rifles. These new rifles were derived from the AL /
expenmontol nfte of the eerty 1970a The AL 7 incorporated a new balancedgas operating system developed by Tsniitochmash that easentiolly efiminotedfelt reco*l and muzzle noo The system was rnodil.od by Alexond/ov. then a
luntor engineer at Izhmash. and prototypes were produced under thedesignation ‘AL7\ The AL7 was considered too expensive tor production at
that time and no further developments occurred until the mid- 1990s when
Alexandrov, by then a senior engineer, was directed lo update hn design for
production as a less-expensive alternative to the AN94 (see separate entry).The new rifle differs only slightly from the ortgmol AL7 The AK- 107/AK-108
recover isnot fluted and a three-round-burst feature ho9 boon added There is
othorwise littlo difference between these and the previous AL7 prototypes.

Specifications
AK-107 and AK-106 assault rifles

Cartridges:
AK-107:
AK-108

Operation:
Locking:
Feed:
Megozino capacity:
Werght. unloaded:
Length:

Stock ox tended:
stock folded:
barrel:

5.45 x 39 mm
5 56 x 45 mm
gas, selective-fire.3-rd-burst or automatic
rotating bolt
detachable, box magazine
30 rds
3 8 kg

943 mm
700 mm
415 mm
98 mmWidth,butt folded:

Height,with magazine: 264 mm
Rifling:

AK-107:

Description
Tho AK-107 ana theAK -108 represent a significant change to theKalashnikov
operating systom originally designed in the late 1940s. The new nttas
incorporated a 'balanced* system that functions along th# lines of Newton's
third tow of motion, which states that for every action there is on equal and
opposito reaction This system uses two oporatmg rods that move in opposite
directions, thereby providing balance'. One operating rod. tho upper, has a

4-groove, rh, 1 twist in 200 mm
1 twist in 178 mmAK-108:

Sights:
fore: protected post

U notch provision for fitting optica) or night
sights

rear.
Rate of fire, cyclic:

AK-107:
AK-108:

Muzzle velocities:
AK-107:
AK-108:

Effective range:

850 rds/min
900 rds/min

900 m/s
910 m/s
1 000 m

Status
Current production status is uncertain (as of 2015)

(zhrrvvth AK- 107 5.45 mmnfh.with accessories; the AK-108 is visually /denhcai
00632»»

Contractor
JSC Concern Izhmashand features the same i. . (VShilin)

Jane's Weapons: Infantry 2018-2019 © 2018 IHS
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and control of the hammer is returned to the trigger sear. No gas-regulator is
fitted as residual gas pressure continues to exert a rearwards pressure on the
piston until such time as the piston has moved sufficiently rearwards to cycle
the operating mechanism, at which point remaining gases are allowed to
escape into the atmosphere.

The selector-lever ismounted on the right side of the receiver and isunique
in its design.It is a long sheet-metal bar pivoted at the rear and applied by the
firer's thumb The top position is ‘safe’, Here it locks the trigger and physically
prevents the bolt from travelling rearwards to pass beyond the rear of a
cartridge in the magazine, but does allow sufficient rearward movement to
visually check that the chamber is either clear or loaded; the selector-lever
provides automatic fire in the centre position and single shots when fully
depressed

The magazine is loaded and positioned in the rifle by placing the front end
into the magazine-well until the lug engages and then rotating the rear-end
back and up until the magazine catch engages, The cocking handle is to the
right of thebolt carrier and reciprocates with it.This allows manual bolt closure,
if , for some reason, the bolt carrier does not go fully forward.

The foresight is a post, screw-threaded for adjustment when zeroing. The
spanner in the combination tool kit is used for this. Lateral adjustment for
zeroing is achieved by moving the foresight block in a dovetail, the rearsight is
of the ladder type with an open U-shaped notch. The first position of the rear
sight is a battle sight setting for all ranges of up to 300 m, moving the rearsight
forward; adjustments in range can bemade in 100 m increments from 100 m to
800 m

Based on wartime experience, the AK-47 was not initially designed for use
with a bayonet.However, a requirement was subsequently determined and a
blade bayonet was developed. Not having a bayonet mounting point on the
AK-47, the bayonet fixtureislocatedon the bayonet itself.The bayonetmaybe
of the GRAU Index 6X3 or 6X4 pattern

•47 7.62 mm assault rifle
nt

fWov assault rifles have become the most iconic and widespread
rms in the world.The designer was Mikhail Timofeyevich Kalashnikov,
prted the basics of various weapon designs while recovering from
r r.Minen curing the GreatPatriotic War of 1941-45. Following several
Il ai pnvdudng Infantry weapons such as sub-machine guns, plus

, , • IP .-.urar.ting thesponsorship of the necessary executives,
roo. jt XanauiHuhOB (AK) or Avtomat Kalashnikova (AK) was finally
f<J for Soviet service in 1949, firing the 7.62 x 39 mm M1943 cartridge
1be noted that within the Soviet Union, the rifle was referred to officially
Avotomat Kalashnikova (AK); only later was the year suffix (which
I to the prototype development models) taken into use by western
no* agencies, and the AK has passed into history and common usage
AK-47 Three basic Soviet-produced AK-47 models have been

<j The first model had a sheet metal receiver and appeared to be an
to continue the use of the manufacturing technology that had proved

•ssful in the production of vast numbers of sub-machine guns during
War II. However, the use of a rifle cartridge generating much greater
H levels caused several issues that led to the temporary reversion to a
m style receiver machined from a solid billet. The remaining two
i also had a receiver machined from the solid billet. Although often
3 to as the second and third models, these differed primarily only in Ihe
;of slock attachment. The so-called second model had the butt-stock

to the receiver by a metal extension into which the stock was fitted
held in place by two steel screws. The third model had the butt-stock

directly to the rear of the receiver,
iluctron in Russia had ceased by the late 1960s, but was continued in

of the former Warsaw Pact countries of Eastern Europe that had been
d lo replace their earlier rifle inventories with the AK, and China, who

'wtured a direct copy of the AK-47 as the Type 56. AK-47-type rifles are
being produced for export sales in Bulgaria in a variety of designs. China
continued doing so well after Soviet production had ceased,

i! : impossible to estimate how many AK-47 rifles have been made, or how
are in use; even a very rough estimate would indicate a number well in
E of 50 million. Rifles manufactured outside the former Soviet Union
nt'y exhibited slight detail changes and reference should be made to

Variants
5.6 mm AKT-47 5.6 mm training rifle
The AKT-47 is a 5 6 mm single-shot rifle intended for marksmanship training.
The 5.6 mm cartridge is more commonly known as the .22 LR (Long Rifle)
rim-fire cartridge - this rifle has to be re-cocked manually after each shot. In
outward appearance, dimensions and weight, the AKT-47 is identical to the
standard AK-47, but differs internally, having a simple blow-back system of
operation andbarrel chambered for the 5.56 mm cartridge.The muzzle velocity
is 400 m/s, and the weapon is sighted to 400 m. Rounds are fed from a
30-round magazine outwardly identical to the standard curved box magazine.

An AKT-47 copy has been manufactured in Bulgaria and was offered at one
time by the Bulgarian marketing agency Kintex for export sales.

country entries for details of these.
The basic Kalashnikov action, first used for the AK-47, has been taken for
try weapons othor than the Soviet Kalashnikov derivatives such as the AKM
Kj AK-74 series (see appropriate entries) and the RPK light machine gun.
> i originating outside the Russian Federation using the basic
Htthnikov action include the Israeli Galil series (and from that the South
ncan R4 series- see separate entries) and the Finnish Valmet/Sako series of
UüII rifles. The Indian 5 56 mm INSAS assault rifle also has Kalashnikov Specifications

AK-47 7.62 mm assault rifleions
The AK design wasbasedonthe requirements for ageneral-purposeassault

Nile firing an Intermediate size cartridge as determined by the experiences of
ffeSoviet armed forceinworldWar II.The result is asimple, robust,andhandy
weapon of sound design and long-lasting functionality

Cartridge:
Operation:
Locking:
Feed:

7.62 x 39 mm M1943
gas, selective-fire
rotating bolt
detachable, box magazine, either metal or plastic

Description Magazine capacity: 30 rds
Weight

unloaded:
Tht AK -47 may be encountered in two basic configurations - one with a fixed
peek (Itw AK-47) and one with a double-strut under-folding metal butt-stock
(T*AKS-47) controlled by a simple press-button release above thepistol grip.

types are constructed in the same manner, having a milled steel receiver
with Ihe operating components located in the upper section, the barrel secured
by a trunnion block at the forward end of the receiver, and the trigger
mechanism and pistol-grip located in the lower part of the receiver. The
long-stroke, gas-piston assembly lies along the top of the barrel, extending to
Ihe gas take-off point which is integral with the foresight post

3.8 kg
4,3 kg
880 mm
415 mm
4 grooves, rh, 1 turn _in 235 mm

loaded:
Length:

barrel:
Rifling:
Sights:

fora: post, adjustable
U-notch tangent, adjustable to 800 m
378 mm
±715 m/s

roar
Sight radius:
Muzzle velocity:
Rate of fire, cyclic: 600 rds/min

The operating sequence when the trigger is operated occurs as follows: the
hammer hits the floating firing pin and drives it into the cap of the cartridge.
Some of the propellant gases are diverted into the gas cylinder on top of the
barrel The piston is driven back, and the bolt carrier, built into the piston
extension,has about 8.5 mm of free play while the gas pressure drops to a safe
level A cam slot in the bolt carrier engages the cam stud on the bolt, and the
bolt is rotated through 35° to unlock it from the receiver There is no primary
extraction duringbolt rotation tounseat the case,andso a large extractor claw
is fitted that grips the fired case and holdsit to thebolt faceuntil it contactsthe
fixed ejector, formed in the guide rail, and is thrown out of the right side of the
gun, As the bolt travels back, it rocks the hammer over and also compresses
Ihe returnspring.Thebolt isbrought to a halt by contact with therear end of the
receiver The return spring drives the bolt forward, another round is
chambered, and the bolt comes to rest after it is rotated into the locked
position The carrier continues on for about 5.5 mm after locking is completed.
During this last forward movement of the carrier, the safety sear is released,

Status
Productionis complete, other than inBulgaria.Widely exportedandstill in use
inmany countries.

Contractor
Russian Federation state factories.

Similar models
Albania
Contractor
Albanian state factory, Gramsh
Type:Based on the Chinese Type 56 and Type 56-1 copies of the AK-47
Remarks: Production was reported to have ceased in 1988

Bulgaria
Contractor
Arsenal 2000 JSCo.
Type:Multiple model types in the 7,62 mm AR series.
Remarks;Offered for export sales.Russian Federation AK-47 7.62 mm assault ntle (T J Gander) 0508708
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Hurvgar
Contrat
Hunqarii
Typo: 7.
Remark
altered t

bayonet has a slot in the blade into which a lug on the scabbard fits
scabbard is electrically insulated and has a shearing edge so that, when M
with the bayonet, an effective wire-cutter is produced, The bayonet can beJ|
the 6X3 or 6X4 pattern A blank-firing device for training purposes car.a
screwed onto the threaded munie cone m plnco of the compensate/ r
produces sufficient pressure in theboro using a bullctlessblank-firing carlrop
to cycle the operating mechanism.

The AKM can be fitted with the PBS-1 sound suppressor and is designedt
use with the ‘US’ sub-sonic round When the PBS-1 is installed, the -ear*.'?'has to be replaced by a specially calibrated rear sight unit

A combination tool kit fits under the butt-plate. It is contained in a roundfua
that also acts as a handle for the cleaning rod.The combined drift,scrawl
and spanner is used, among other things, to adjust the foresight

III

India
Controc
ftfleFac
Type: 7.
Remark
waiiabfe
m 100 m

Russian Federation AKS-47 7.62 mm assault rifle, with folding butt
(T J Gander) 0508700

China
Contractor
Chinese state arsenals,

Type:7.62 mm Type 56 (AK-47) and Type 56-1 (AKS-47).
Remarks:No longer in production (see separate entry).

Specifications
AKM 7.62 mm assault rifle Ireq

Conlrac
kaqi stal
Type: 7
Remark
mmufac

Calibre:
Operation:
Locking:
Feed:
Magazine capacity: 30 rda

3 86 kg
880 mm

7 62 x 39 mm M1943
gas, long-stroke; selective-fire
rotating bolt
detachable, box magazine

I*••• •• ••••••••••••>

AKM 7.62 mm assault rifle Kazakh*
Conlrac

Type: 7 •
Remark
Kastyor i

Weight, loaded:
Length:

overall:Development
The AKM (ABTOM9T Ka/iawm/iKOBa MofiepHM3wpoBaHHbiii 7.62 mm) assault
rifleis a modernised version of the AK-47 and was introduced into service with
the Soviet armed forces in 1959. The forged and machined receiver of the
AK-47, which proved time-consuming and costly to produce, was replaced by
a body of pressed-steel construction Riveting is employed extensively to join
the 1 mm thick 'U' section to the inserts which house the locking recess, the
barrel bearing and the rearsight block at the front, and the butt at the back The
bolt locks into a sleeve and not directly into the barrel as in the AK-47. The rails
on which the breech block reciprocates are pressed out and are spot-welded
inside thereceiver walls. The results of these changes are lower manufacturing
costs and a reduction in weight from 4 3 kg to 3 14 kg.

The AKM is produced in either a fixed-stock, or an under-folding twin-strut
butt-stock, and is then known as the AKMS.

Productionof the AKM and the AKMS has ceased in the Russian Federation
nations in favour of the AK-74 5.45 mm calibre series,but productioncontinues
elsewhere

880 mm
415 mm
4 grooves, rh; rifling length, 369 mm

barrel:
Rifling:
Sights:

fore: pillar
U-notch
378 mm
±715 m/s

Korea, k
Controc

F North Ko
Type: 7.1

rear:
Sight radius:
Muzzle velocity:
Rale of fire, cyclic: 600 rds/min
Effective range: 300 m Roland

Contrac
Jokiady I
Type: 7 6
Remark-

Status
No longer in production in the Russian Federation but remains in proo'.ct*elsewhere (eue below). Replaced <n first -lino service with Russian Federal»
stales by Ihe AK -74, Formerly in use by several Warsaw Pad countrm J
service with numerous armed forces, both regular and irregular Romnnu

Contract
RbmAim
Type:7.6
Remark *

Description
Several features distinguish the 7 62 mm AKM assault rifle from the AK-47 and
enable visual recognition:
• A small recess in each side of the receiver located centrally over the

magazine serves a9 a magazine guide
•The lower handguard has a groove for the firer's fingers
• The receiver top cover has reinforcing ribs
•There is an additional bayonet lug under the gas tap-off point on late-model

variants to accept the issued under-barrel grenade launcher (UBGL)
• The four gas-escape holes on each side of the gas cylinder are omitted
• The sight is graduated to 1,000 m instead of to BOO m in 100 m increments
•A dished or cutaway recoil compensator is fitted to the muzzle.
There is no essential differencebetween the functioning of the AKM and that of
the AK-47. There is, however, in the AKM, an assembly in the trigger
mechanism that has been added to delay the fall of the hammer during
automatic fire until the breech is closed and locked

The AKM and the AK-47 are supplied with the same accessories, consisting
of a bayonet, blank-firing device, combination tool kit, magazine earner,
night-firing sight, oil bottle and cleaning fluid, and sling.

The bayonet of the AKM in blade profile and mounting Is different from that
issued for use with the AK-47, Whereas the AK-47 bayonet has an even taper
to the point on each side, the AKM has an undercut reverse edge. The AKM

Contractor
Russian Federation state factories

Similar models
Albania
Contractor
Albanian arsenals.
Remarks; No longer in production, various sub-variants were produced

Serbia
Contract
iwtavrt t

Type: 7.6
Remarks

China
Contractor
Chinese state arsenals.
Type:7.62 mm Type 56, 56-1, 56-2 and 56C
Remarks: The original 7.62 mm Type 56 assault-rifle was an AK-47 copy
when production switched to the AKM, the Type 56 designation was >i
changed; still in production and offered for export sale.

AKS-;

Develop
The AKS
ÉMêutt n
oevgnedEgypt

Contractor
Maadi Company for Engineering Industries
Type: 7.62 mm Misr
Remarks: In production and available for export sale Dwcrip

Thecor.f,i
having

lonwordo
••wb-ma
«fcjch. t

The st
incorpora
«cma an
Sudden p
Otrvaw -w

Ethiopia
Contractor
Gafat Armament Industry
Type: 7.62 mm ET 97/1
Remarks: The ET 97/1 is believed to be a copy of the North Korean
(AKM), manufactured on machinery supplied by the latter

Finland
Contractor
Sako Ltd
Type:7.62 mm Valmet M60 series.
Remarks: Originally a Finnish modification of the AK-47. later updated!
include AKM standard changes; no longer in production

AKM 7.62 mm assault rifle (T J Gander) 0508710

£Germany
Contractor
Former East German state factories.
Type: 7.62 mm MPiKM and MPiKMS-72.
Remarks: The MPiKM was a direct copy of the AKM identifiable by
distinctive 'pebble-dash* plastic butt-stock; the MPiKMS-72 had a side-b:
stock; both are no longer in production in Germany but are still encc-./'e
elsewhere MS'74UAKMS 7.62 mm assault rifle, with butt folded (T J Gander) 0508711
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» factories.
IV - n AMD-65M.

• Originally a locally up<im«- J of the basic AK-47 but later
• >, AKM s' • > ’ ; nr ul liions; no longer in production.

•t

xi

Isriapore (RFI)
! mm Ghaatak
v The Ghaatak is a locally modified version of the standard AKM It is

- witha fixed or foldingbutt-stock.Therear sight isgraduated to 400 m
increments

AKS-74U 5.45 mm short assault rifle with the stock in the folded position
(LEI Ltd)

tapping off propettont gas very dose to the chamber. yet at the same time
maintaining a residual gaspressuro in the expansion chamber, allowing the
gas-operatedmechanism to functionreiobly.Second, it will permit a degree of
flame damping, reducing the flsah and blast that would otherwise be
inseparable from firing a full charge nfte cartndge from such a short barrel

Theptastc magazinehasbeen strengthenedbymoulded-mribaon the front
rebate Tt»e rearsight 15 a simple flip-over pattern with two U- notches,marked
for 0-300 m with the Russian battle setting Cyrillic letter (fl) and 400-500 rn
and • on 1 •

• r.t ' ” - * t ' a
sprino - • • • - i •.:i • o f t- - if* tf ! » •-- ' 1 - of
the . ; • an : ; • . is
virtually identical to that of the AK-74 rifle.

The AKS-74U can be fitted with the GP-25 grenade launcher, although a
barrel-extension adaptor is required.

The AKS-74U can also be equipped with a detachable P0S-4 sound
suppressor firing a sub-sonic i r-̂ d for this w 1

suppressor combination,althoug- "1 ’ ' -to Ji> 1 ••• < •. tie used 1 . • m: •• •
poor ballistic performance.

factories,

k .62 mm Tabuk
kite: A 5,56 mm version has also been produced. No longer

1523200

•d

mm AKM
nu Offered for export sales; can be supplied complete with GP-25

grenade launcher

North

ir r .in state factories.
t 7 62 mm Type 68

:tor
Metalowe Lucznik SA

7 62 mm AKM and AKMS
No longer in production. Variants

5.66 mm
AKS-74U variants (essentially shortened standard models) chambered for the
5 56 x 45 mmNATOcartridgehavebeenproducedinBulgaria, Poland,and the
former Yugoslavia. All have been offered for export sale,

Director
PcmArm SA

7 62 mm Model 63 AKM assault rifle

•Mr •t Several model variants in production AKS-74UN series
This series of AKS-74U have the standard Soviet/Russian Federation sight
bracket attached to the left side of the receiver. Three variants are known to
exist:
• AKS-74UN1 fitted with NSPU night sight
• AKS-74UN2 fitted with NSPUM night sight
• AKS-74UN3 fitted with NSPU-3 night sight.

Arms
TffM 7 62 mm M70B1 and M70B2

f i r e: Available.<1

AK8B-74U complex 'Kanareika'
This is a combination weapon system comprising a BS-1 (6C-1) silenced
under-barrei grenade > 3 0 .' charge grenade
and the PBS-4 ((16C-4 as a or system, it has
been assigned the GRAU Index 6S1 (6C1). The weight of the AKSB-74U
comptele with suppressor and grenade launcher is 5.43 kg.

AKS-74U 5.45 mm short assault rifle
jy. owi
« nor Development

74U (ABTOMST Ka/iawHHKoea obpaaua 1974 roAa 5.45 mm or short
n also known as the AKSLf-74. is a variant of the AKS-74, It was
v by Izhmash, but was manufactured at the Tulsky Oruzheiny Zavod

The AKS-74U has been given the Russian GRAU Index number of 6T126

Spécifications
AKS-74U 5.45 mm short assault rifle

Cartridge:
Operation
Feed:
Magazine capacity:
Weight:

unloaded:
loaded:

Length:
butt folded:
butt extended:
barret:

Rifling:
Musda velocity:
Rjic of Rre,cyclic:
Effective range:
Operating temperature ranij' -50° to +50°C

5.45 x 39 mm
gas, selective-fire
detachable, box magazine
30 roundsDescription

TNiconstructionot the AKS-74Uvanes from that 0» previous AK-aenes mode»
bf havingthereceiver top-hingedto thegas tube'«Homerblocksothat »thinges
taward on opening rather than Irtting off . The AKS- 74U is often referred to as
IMb-machine gun, eopeoafry InEastern bloc literature, and can bo deployed

Such,but its5.45 x 45 mm ammunitionplaces it in the assault rifle category.
The jhoci barrel ts fitted with a cylindrical muzzle attachment that

neon. ' jtos . • bull mr ii'.rivl II.!' n •.. •!>' " • • > ent
- . . . . , I •• i I V. 1 , , • - , r ' 1 : e 3

- • rn- • ' " • . . ' ' ' ' . the
on h if !' previum • tr - > 1 • by

2 7 kg
3 2 kg

490 mm
730 mm
206 5 mm
4 grooves, rh
±735 m/s
650-700 rds/min
500 m

Status
Production in the Russian Federation uncertain, but continues to be offered for
export sale.In service with forces ol theRussian Federation andthose of other
former Russian republics

Contractor
JSC Tulsky Oruzheiny Zavod

Marketing agency
Rosoboronexport State CorporationAXS-74U 5 45 mm short assault nfte (LEI Ltd) 1523199
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special electrically initiated ammunition using bridge-wire technology in the
cartridge primer. Power for the electronic unit is housed inside the pistol grip
Current development is in abeyance.

ShWith the adoption of a revised specification for NATO 5.56 x
ammunition, the barrel rifling was altered to one turn in 177 8 mm
accommodate all possible types of NATO cartridge This variant became td
M16A2 Other changes introduced with the M16A2 included a Ihre* rn/a
burst capability, a heavier barrel, rearsights adjustable for windage, vxirvi
impact-resistant materials

The latest model of the AR-15/M16 rifle series is the M16A4. It incorponJ
various human engineering' and performance changes, themainonetwqflB
provision of a Picatinny flat-top rail instead of the usual carrying handle*i \
rearsight assembly for various optical and night sights When fitted */.*»«
systems, the M16 and M4 are known as the Modular Weapon System Im
separate entry for a description of that feature)

Despite the long association of the AR-15/M16 series with Coil’sFirwn*many M16-series rifles destined for use by the US Armed Forces have r̂ ll
manufactured by in large numbers by FN Manufacturing Inc (FNMI,nowh#»
USA Inc) of Columbia, South Carolina (M16A2), and in much smaller nun-M
by the Hydra-Matic Division of GM Corporation (M16A1) and Harnnglonrt
Richardson of Worcester, Massachusetts (M16A1), In 1971, the United SUM
and South Korea signed an memorandum of understanding (MoU) covering|1
licensed production of a specific quantity of M16s and the United Saw
financing for the construction of the plant. In 1982, the plant was
from theRepublic of Korea (ROK) Government to DaewooPrecisionIn.iui:'*which continued to produce rifles, according to the US government,ineicfli
of the authorised quantities. The South Korean response was that the 0#
patents had expired, so the limitations no longer applied. Production 'a
however, now ceased in favour of indigenous designs

When patent rights to the M16 expired, theUS Army opened procure*. 14
to competition In 1988, FN Manufacturing, the US subsidiary of FN Henîd
was awarded a five-year contract for 266,961 M16A2 rifles and thereV: ** jd
all the M16 contracts except one; a one-year contract in July 1998 for 32.401
M16A2s for the Army was won by Colt That was the final contract for MIMÉ
rifles, bringing the total up to 552,300 for the Army, 16,000 for theNavy 'll
for the US Air Force (USAF), 26,100 for the US Marine Corps (USMCi rd
48,200 for foreign military sales (FMS). Nevertheless, an earlier contract
kept open to provide A2 models to the National Guard, law-onlorrem*agencies, and foreign sales. The latter included 7,800 for Kuwait, ? 2CP||
Bahrain, 5,000 for Nepal, 200 for Jamaica, 96 for Belize, 100 for Antigua, rt \
1,124 for overseas distribution by the US State Department as part of th41
counter-narcotics programme A separate purchase order, placed in j,rd
2005, bought 1,500 M16A2 rifles for Oman In addition, M16A1 rifles »«
converted to A2 models with kits purchased from Capco and Colt, with thi•force funding 48,290 kits in 1995 and 90,181 kits in 2001 from Capco,

In May 2000, FN Manufacturing won another five-year contract
purchased97,664 M16A4 rifles, of which 46,882 were for theUSMarine
760 for Oman, 5,000 for Yemen, 5,000 for Nepal, 9,551 for the US itai
Department overseas distribution and the balance for the US Army The J$
Army, however, appears determined to diversify the supply.In February 200/,
they announced that they would award two five-year contracts for the MifcM|
one for between 16,000 and 136.000 weapons, and the other for
7,000 and 58,000 weapons The larger contract wouldbe awarded on theton
of opencompetition,but the smaller was reserved for small businesses fy

purposes of this procurement, Colt was considered a small business, but c>i

was not. Colt re-entered the M16 business with a contract awarded in 12 y?

2007 lhat purchased 13,619 M16A4 rifles at USD782 each for the Iraqi An* j
these were expected tobe delivered between May andSeptember of thal y*rThe new set of contracts were awarded in December 2007 Surp'r'wnft |
there were three winners: Colt, FN, and Bushmaster each received muiUfta
contracts for M16-family weapons. The initial Colt award was II
USD15.9 million and covered 20,000 M16A4 rifles, 154 of them for foreigni»
to Yemen and the balance for the Marine Corps. On 5 March 2008,hovwm
the Marine Corps portion was terminated for unspecified reasons,leav.nq c*if
the Yemeni rifles. The second contract was to FN Manufacturing to
USD33.7 million for an undisclosed number of rifles In March 2009, hj

received a modification to that contract that bought 18,390 M16A4 rifles to
USD12,785,647 as aid to Iraq for delivery in one year. Another awardundo'ir*contract came in June 2009, for USD698.000.The third contract was to am \
entrant , Bushmaster, and bought 5,631 M16A3 rifles for the US Navy r
USD715 each However, the Bushmaster contract was terminated the r«c |
month, apparently as a result of problems with small-business certification.

The two failed contracts were replaced by a new contract to SabreDeV<*(no longer in business) for M16A3 and M16A4 rifles in June2008 Theco-'-a.*
covered a base period and two option years The first order under th- r. 1

placedat the same time,bought 702 M16A4 rifles for the MarineCorpswi'hr*carrying handle attachedand no BUIS, and 4,952 M16A3 rifles for theUS
at a unit price of USD884 each for both types Deliveries were scheduled tt
start in March 2010.

Another competition in mid-2009 generated three bids and in
September. The contract was awarded to FN, for 15,521 M16A4 rifles toI . !
USD9 9 million. In July 2010 the Army announcedthat they wouldput a Vs r»I
Corps requirement for 11,951M16A4 rifles up for competition among tty* w*I

Menroy Cadet Drill SA80
The Manroy Cadet Drill SA80 is a completely inert replica of a standard L85A1
rifle intended for drill and training purposes, saving operational weapons from
the wear and tear of such procedures. It exactly resembles a normal L85A1 in
all respects, including appearance, weight, and balance, but contains no
movingparts. Its construction consists of a heavy plastic foam-filled body with
alengthof steel rod for thebarrel. It cannot be made to fire. It will accept asling
The Manroy Cadet Drill SA-80 is manufactured by Manroy Engineering Ltd of
Beckley, East Sussex, United Kingdom.

th

Fit
FY
FY
FY

SABO carbine
Two versions of SA80 carbine were developed in the early 1990s. One version
was based on a shortened L85A1 rifle, and the other was a shortened LB6A1
LSW. The basic details for the L85A1 variant are that the overall length was
reduced to 709 mm, with the barrel length being 442 mm; the weight without a
magazineand/or iron sights was 3 71 kg;and the weight when loaded and with
ironsights was 4.42 kg.Neither variant was taken into sen/ice.A third variant of
carbine has been accepted into British service as the L22A2. The L22A2
carbine is a substantially modified variant of the LSW (L86A1), incorporating
'A2'upgrades and differs from the earlier prototype carbine based on the LSW.
In 2004, it was planned that an initial one-time buy of 1,400 units would be
procured, primarily for issue to tank crews of the Royal Armoured Corps
However, the popularity of the weapon has resulted in additional purchases
being made by the MoD. The L22A2 was initially developed as a private
business venture by Heckler & Koch (see separate entry for additional details).

FY
FY
FY
Ft
FY
FY
FY

Specifications
L85A25.56 mm Individual Weapon (IW)

5 56 x 45 mm NATO
gas, selective-fire
rotary-bolt, forward-locking
detachable, box magazine
30 rds

Calibre:
Operation:
Locking:
Feed: tow

iMagazine capacity:
Weight:

without magazine and optical sight: 3 6 kg
with loaded magazine and optical sight: 4 96 kg

Length:
overall:
barrel:

Rifling:

t ?
In
3

785 mm
518 mm
6 grooves, rh, 1 turn in
177.8 mm
3.12-4 5 kg
±940 m/s
610-775 rds/min

16

Trigger pull:
Muzzle velocity:
Rate of fire, cyclic: i*i» •

Status
Production of L85A2 variant is complete, weapon in sustainment L85A3
variant entered service in 2017. L85A2 and L85A3 models in service with the
UK Armed Forces.

Mft)
The
mrrv

Contractor
NSAF Limited, Nottingham, United Kingdom T>

hi I

United States bulk

Colt AR-15/M16-series 5.56 mm rifles
torn
Urv

Development
The.223 (5 56 mm) AR-15 was designed by Eugene Stoner, who was then an
employee of ArmaLite Inc. On being type-classified as a military weapon in
1962, the AR-15 was designated the M16 and was initially issued to the US Air
Force. For the US Army, the AR-15 rifle was modified as a result of combat
experience in Vietnam,and in 1967 it became the ‘M16A1’.

Thedifferences between the M16 and the M16A1 are chiefly that the M16A1
hasabolt withserrationsonthe right side and a forward-assist assembly which
protrudes from the upper receiver and can be used to force the bolt home if the
return spring, for some reason, is unable to do so. The forward-assist assembly
allows the firer to close the bolt when a dirty cartridge or chamber fouling
produces a high friction force The M16A1 then became the main US Army
version of the M16 series

«*<

*!E
»!,

*5T0
DM
W*

qualified suppliers, namely FN, Colt, and Sabre Defence That contract
awarded in November 2010 with an initial delivery order for 1,000 M16A< Atf
rifles, with the carrying handle attached and standard handguard (no BUIS a
ARS) at USD608 each for Ghana. It was quickly followed by a second tram
December 2010 for 100 more of the rifles at the sameprice for St Kitts,art 91
M16A3 rifles at USD709 each for the US Navy

2s
Colt M16A1 5.56 mm assault rifle 0507981
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ne* its introduction in the late 1950s, the AR15 or ‘Armalite’ has become

*o»i copied assault rifle design in the world. While the majority are
produced variants, a significant number of major military
have used the Armalite platform for newly manufactured

has been no procurement of the M16 rifle by the US Army or Marine
ppi since fiscal year 2008 (FY 2008). Procurement immediately preceding
H(i M16A4 variants) was:

Colt M16A2 5 56 mm rifle (Colt Model 711) 0500747a mh MarinesArmy
11,297
16,464
12.479
9.296
3,060
5,564

stem 0
A variant of the M16 is the SR-16 from Knight 's Armament. This features the

M5 rail adaptor system, 300 m flip-up iron sight, two-stage full-auto trigger,
NT-4 QD flash suppressor, and 20 in A-2 Contour 1-7 twist barrel It has an
overall length of 39.5 in (100 3 cm) and an unloaded weight of 3 51 kg, In
December 2006, a contract was placedinsupport of an FMS sale toPoland for
100 SR-16E3 rifles with accessories (including NT-4 sound suppressor, spare
barrel, and field repair kit for each) and one year of spare parts for USD4.151
apiece

Many designs based on the AR-15/M16 and its derivatives have been
produced by numerous manufacturers. Single-shot sporting models for
commercial sales have also been produced, including model chambered for
theRussian Federation 7.62 x 39 mmM1943cartridge,as well asanincreasing
range of propriety calibressuch as the 6,5 mmGrendal and 6.8 mmRemington
SPC. Also apparent in the general defence marketplace is a thriving trade in
matched’ accessories, ranging from high-capacity magazines to special
slings

The M16 family has been criticised for its use of a direct-gas operating
system, in which the gasses operate directly on the bolt, which can lead to
fouling if not cleanedregularly.In September 2005,Colt applied for apatent for
an indirect operating system that interposes apistonbetween the gas port and
the bolt, but the design was not produced in any great nunbers

Well over eight million AR-15/M16-series rifles and carbines have been
producedso far,andproductioncontinues To provide a general impression of
the range of Colt AR-15/M16 models produced to date, the following list of Coll
model numbers is provided. Some of these numbers relate to models
mentioned elsewhere:

0
narco o

o2001
890F2002

F2003 27,377
15,600
5.796

19,360
29,604
10,850

2004 0
F2005 0
F2006 14,500

2007 0
F2006 0
F2009 00

The US Army programme manager for soldier weapons reported that
tween August 2002 and December 2007 they issued 65,774 M16-series
IM to US Army units, along with 15,016 M5 modular weapon system kits
The Army has not requested funding for M16 rifles since FY 2006, but they do

nue to buy modification kits and accessories Through FY 2008 they
f* 9,405 Rifle Combat Optics (RCO) and bought a further 4,258 in FY

followed by 2.621 in FY 2011 for USD9 4 million Another accessory
n«is the Close Quarters BattleKit, which provides a low-profilebipod,

kit, improved magazines, magazine pouches, multiple magazine
forward rail brackets, and an improved weapon sling These are
items and components vary, so the Army was able to procure 35,886

(c1USD800,000 through FY 2008, with another 45,552 kits procured inFY
0 io'USD1.200.000. At this point the pace slowed, with 1,210 morekits in
2010 and 3,066 kits for USD873.000 in FY 2011

Inaddition, the USMC purchased 13,730 M16A4 upper receivers fromColt in
2002-03 to convert M16A1 rifles to the A4 configuration, while the army

Kto&ed 44,446 M5 rail adaptor systems from Knight’s Armament to convert
lfiA2* lo the A4 configuration In September 2007 Ecomass Technologies
Mr*«o a US Army contract to develop and demonstrate a 30-round
gapne made of compositematerials that can beprocessed on conventional
ic'jon moulding equipment. In the same month Grip Pod Systems received

try contract for 33,600 low-profile grip/bipod units at USD98.50 each for
»withM16 andM4 weapons These units attach via the lower Picatinny rail
March 2009 Brownells was awarded a US Army contract for 1,410.000

30-round magazines at USD7 61 each for use withM16 rifles and M4
jorbtfHK This represents the third generation of magazines for theM16 family,

m original magazines had a black follower, these having now all been
nrc\«d from US service The interim model has a green follower and remains
c service The new model has a tan follower with an extended rear leg for

stability,alongwithastronger spnng,Thesetwoimprovementsresult in
irodxtioo of maganne-related stoppages by 50%

Through oarty 2009 theUS Army opposed call# for equipping M16 rifles with
co» jc*t>in bull-stocks, the reason being that the ooHapeubie butt-stocksused
ja*nie M4 carbine used a unique buffer assembly that is not mtarchangeabl»
W trialof theMIC. Early attempts to mate the M4 collnpsiblo butt-stock with
InMl© ratuttad in a 25% reduction m reliability. However, the use of often
tuaf bodyarmour madearming theM16 difficult for soldIon» with shorter arms
W-or*continued,and a new recoil buffor weight designatedH6 appears to have
solved the problem In April 2009 the army announced that they would
aigtf ato on a sole-source basis with Colt for 5,000 “sliding butt-stock

i torvirvon kits" with an option for a further 200% This was subsequently
cancelled and replaced in July by an announced requirement to build
colaps'ble butt-stock kits lo a government design with a guaranteed minimum

Ko( 5,(XX) units This was finally incorporated into the Army’s M16 rifle
modification plan with the FY 2012 budget, but only on a small scale. The initial
fcndmg, of USD400.000, was approved in FY 2012 for 2,000 units.There was
no funding requested in FY 2013 and thereafter it is expected to run at only
[«bout a thousand a year

Furthermore, the US State Department issued licences for the export of
51,026 M16 rifles between 1999 and 2006, the major recipients being the
United Arab Emirates (UAE) with 18,865, Israel with 9,018, Ghana with 7,751,
Mexico with 3,053, Philippines with 2,380, Kuwait with 1,263, Jamaica with
1,100, and Oman with 1,146.

Ucensed production, no longer in progress, has been undertaken in South
Korea Singapore, and the Philippines Ucensed production for the Canadian
and other governments is currently by Diemaco (now Colt Canada) of
Kitchener, Ontario (see separate entry) NORINCO of China produces an M16
done known as the CQ (see separate entry) AMmunition Industries Group
(AMIG) of Iran produces a rifle virtually identical to the the M16 that has been
derived from China’s CQ rifle (see separate entry).

Although not produced there, the M16 was a standard infantry nfle of the
liraeiiDefense Forces (IDF). In 2006,however, the active duty infantry brigades

,begin turning in their M16s for locally-miiOn Tavor rifles, and inDecember 2012
r - •i was made to re-equip the ' esivvi» unils as well.

Model number Description
AR-15 rifle601
AR-15 rifle; early US government purchase -no forward
assist
M16A1 rifle; originally theXM16E1; standard US
government jnodeiwith forward assist
M16A1 rifle; produced for South Korea
M16 rifle; produced for US Air Force; without forward
assist
M16 carbine; carbine version of M16A1 rifle with forward
assist and fixed butt-stock
M16 carbine; same as Model 605A but with additional
three-round burst limiter; no forward assist
Heavy-Barrel Assault Rifle (HBAR) without forward
assist; also known as the M1 Heavy Assault Rifle
HBAR with forward assist
HBAR with forward assist and three-round burst limiter
Sub-machine gun with sliding butt-stock and 254 mm
barrel
CAR-15 survival rifle with 254 mm barrel and fixed
tubular butt-stock; about 10 produced
XM177E1 sub-machine gun for US Army with 254 mm
barrel and 89 mm long sound/flash suppressor
XM177É1 sub-machine gun for US Air Force with
254 mm barrel
XM177E1 sub-machine gun for US Air Force with
addition of three-round burst limiter
HBAR; export version of Model 606
HBAR.export version of Model 611 for the Philippines
MÎ 6A1 rifle; export version of Model 603
M16A1 rifle; export version of Model 613 for the
Philippine®
M16 rifle; export version of Model 604 without forward
assist
M16 rifle; export version of Model 614 is licence-
produced by then Chartered Industries of Singapore
(now Singapore Engineering Kinetics)
HBAR; export model of Model 006
Sub-machine gun; export version of Model 609
Sub-machine gun; export version of Model 610
HBAR;heavy-barrel version of Model 6Ô3
XM177E2 sub-machine gun for US Army with 292 mm
barrel and 114 mm long sound/flash suppressor
Sub-machine gun for US Àïr Force without forward
assist and with 292 mm barrel
9 mm sub-machine gun with 178 mm barrel and
mechanical buffer
9 mm sub-machine gun with 178 mm barrel and
hydraulic buffer

1,0?

603

603K
604

605A

605B

606

606A
606B
607

nym 608
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Model number Description
M1GA3 rifle, similor to Model 701 but with flat top rail
under carrying handle; fully automatic; this number IE

ipplied to the M '

M1BÀ3 rifle; similor to Model /05 but with flat top ran
under carrying handle; three-round burst limiter;
assigned NATO Stock Number (NSN) of 1005-01-383-
2872
M16A3 rifle; similar to Model 725 but with flat top rail
under carrying handle; three-round burst limiter
M4AÎ carbine; originally known as M16A3 carbine;
similar to Model 727 but with flat top rail under carrying
handle; fully automatic; in production for Joint
Department of Defense Special Forces
Commando carbine with four-position telescopic butt-
stock, flat top rail under carrying handle and Knight Rail
Adaptor System _
M16A3 HBAR; similar to Model 741 but with flat lop rail
under carrying handle;semi-automatic and fully
automatic
M16A3 SAW;similar to Model 741 but with flat top rail
under carrying handle; fully nuiomatr.only __
M16A3 SAW: similar to Model 741 but with flat top rat
under carrying handle; fully automatic
M4 carbine

Colt M16A4 5.56 mm assault nm 0547684

Model number Description
634 9 mm sub-machine gun with 267 mm barrel, without

forward assist
635 9 mm sub-machine gun with 267 mm barrel, without

forward assist
639 Sub-machine gun; export version of Model 629

Sub-machine gun; export version of Model 629 without640
forward assist

645 M16A2 rifle; standard US government model with
revised 25.4 mm (1 in} 177.8 mm rifling,508 mm barrel
and new rearsight

645E M16A2 rifle enhanced’;modified M16A2 with removable
carrying handle for optical sight mounting and flip-up
front sight

649 Sub-machine gun; for US Air Force, with 356 mm barrel
and 25 4 mm (1 in) 305 mm rifling
M16A1 carbine; export model with 368 mm barrel and
full-size stock

Description
On all generic-design AR-15/M16 weapons, the operation is as follows The
T-shapedcharging handle positioned behind the carrying handle is withdrawn
to cock the weapon When a loaded magazine is in place, the carrier will be
driven forward by the return spring and the bolt will pick up a round from the
magazine and feed it into the chamber, the non-reciprocating charging handle
is then pushed forward until it locks in the closed position If the magazine is
empty,the magazine follower will rise under the force of the magazine spring
and will hold the bolt carrier to the rear.

The bolt motion stops when the cartridge is fully chambered,but the carrier
continues forward, thecam slot cut in thecarrier rotates thebolt anti-clockwise
(when viewed from the rear) and the eight lockinglugs movebehind abutments
inthebarrel extension.Therifleisnowready,and,if the fire-control seleclionon
the left side of the receiver is set either to automatic (or optional three-round
burst)or tosemi-automatic,operationof the trigger will firetheround WhenUw
trigger ispulled, thesear,extending forward of the trigger,is rotated down and
moves out of the hammer notch.The hammer is then rotated forward by ils
springandhits the firing pin,which in turn strikes the cartridge capandso fires
the round. As the bullet passes the gas port, some gas passes back along a
stainless-steel tube and through the bolt-carrier key into the hollow interior of
the carrier. The expanding gas then forces the carrier back, the movement of
the cam slot moves the cam pin and the bolt rotates and unlocks Die
momentum acquired by the carrier enables it to carry the bolt to the rear at a
slightly reduced velocity The extractor withdraws the cartridge from the
chamber.The spring-loaded ejector rod emerges from the left of the bolt face
and rotates the case around the extractor as soon as the case clears (he
chamber, the case passing through the ejection port on the right side of the
receiver. The carrier continues rearward, compressing the return spring and
cocking the hammer. The action of the buffer and the return spring force the
carrier forward and the cycle starts again.

One widely used accessory for the AR-15/M16rifle andcarbine series is the
40 mm M203 grenade launcher (see separate entry).

On theM16A2,an integral mount isprovided on the carrying handle fora *4
telescopic sight.On the M16A3 and M16A4 rifles, the entire carrying hands
and rearsight assembly can be removed to reveal an integral Picatmny
mounting rail for low-profile optical and other sights

Other standard accessories for the AR-15/M16 rifle and carbine include
20-round and 30-round magazines, multi-magazine holders, a snap-on
lightweight bipod and carrying case (the HBAR models normally have <
permanently attached bipod), a bayonet (the US Aimed Forces model is (he .
M7), a blank-firing attachment,a sling, and a cleaning kit designed to fit inside
a butt-stock compartment on rifles. An armourer's toolkit is also available, as
is the M30 boresighting device.

651

652 M16 carbine; export model with 368 mm barrel and full-
size stock,but without forward assist
M16A1 carbine;export model with 368 mm barrel and
sliding stock
M16A1 carbine; export model with 368 mm barrel and
sliding stock, licence-produced in the Philippines
M16 carbine;export model without forward assist; fitted
with 36B mm barrel and r>i;dmg stock
M16A1 sniper rifle; experimental model with high-profile
upper receiver
M16A1 sniper rifle;experimental model with low-profile
upper receiver and Sionic:. .ippressor
M16A2 rifle; export model with full automatic in p' v - of
three-round burst limiter
M16A2 rifle;export model for United Arab Emirates with
M16A1 rearsights and full automatic in place of three-
round burst limiter
M16A2 rifle;export model for the United Arab Emirates
with M16A1 barrel profile and full automatic in place of
three-round burst limiter
M16A2 rifle; export model with full automatic inplace of
three-round burst limiter;also known as M16A2E3
M16A2 rifle; export model with three-shot burst limiter
and M16A1 barrel profile
M16A2 rifle;export model with M16A1 rearsight and
M16A1 barrel profile
M16A2 rifle;Canadian version of M16A2 rifle known as
C7 with M16A1 rearsight, three-round burst limiter and
M16A2 barrel;licence-produced by Diemaco
M16A2 rifle; version of Model 715 producedby Colt's,
with three-round burst limiter
M4 carbine; originally known as M16A2 carbine, with
370 mm barrel
M16A2 carbine;produced for United Arab Emirates and
US Army Delta Force; with M16A1rearsight, 370 mm
barrel and full-automatic fire capability
M16A2 carbine;Canadian version of M16A2 carbine
known as C8 with M16A1 rearsight, three-round burst
limiter and M16A2 barrel; licence-produced by Diemaco
M16A2 carbine:export version of the M16A2 carbine
produced by Coll tor United Arab Emirates with M16A t
profilebarrel̂
M16A2 carbine;export version of M16A2 carbine with
M16A2 barrol
M16A2 carbine, carbine with fu&y automatic fire feature
produced for (among others) the US Navy;with 370 mm
barrel
M16A2 Commando; short-barrelled model wRh fully
automatic fire, 290 mmbarref and M16A1rearsight
M16A2 Commando; short-barrelled model with three-
round burst limiter in place of fully automatic fire,
290 mm barrel andMI6A1 realsight
M16A2 Commando; similar to Model 733 but with three-
round burst limiter
M16A2 HBAR; with MKiAl rearsight
M16A2 HBAR; as Modd 737 but witn M16A2 rearsight
M16A2 Squad Automatic Weapon (SAW); with 508 mm
barrel,bipod and front handguard assembly; fully
automatic

653

653P

654

655 piste
moc
M16656
fully

701

702
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705

707

711

715
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thro,723 •tan.
wcat
TheI725

U4 c
Bee725A

ComVariants
A full listing of AR-15/M16 variants isprovidedunder Development (above),but
anexpanded differentiation between the main production versions is provided
here to give a more complete account of the differences between the various
models.

SetM725A
the ?

727
Thoi

M16 rifle
The 5 56 mm M16 was the militarised version of the ArmaLite AR-1S nte
(produced by Colt's), as taken into service by the USAF in late 1961

733
Squ
Thm733A
itiftl
r#c*M16A1rifle

Whon the US Army adopted a number of militarised AR 15 nfles for sorwcan
Vietnam. soldiers initially encountered problems with sticking’, or
empty cartndge cases This problem was eventually traced to a chang* i
propellant which caused excessive fouling and an increase in cyclic rales J

fire This was compoundedby a soldier'smyth that these rifles didnot regj*»
cleaning.By the timeIheoverallproblemhadbeenaddressed,a forward-assist
devicehadbeenaddedtothe right sideof thereceiver to allow theuser to for»
home manually a non-seated cartridge. Other changes introduced on the

735 Th« :

gaol737
not741

750 Uk 1
*lh®i
lorS,
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for the US Navy and by the Army Marksmanship Unit for the US Army A variety
of components are used, the only common element apparently beingtheuseof
an 18 in (460 mm) free-floating stainless-steel barrel with a 178 mm twist ratio
by Douglas Barrels. A variety of butt-stocks, upper receivers, sights, and
bipods have been observed. The US Army apparently uses the Mk 12 Mod 0
rifle with third-generation free-float handguard tubes by PRI, whiletheUSNavy
uses the Mk 12 Mod 1 rifle with the Knight’s Armament M4 Match free-floating
RAS. These were apparently produced on an almost ad-hoc basis until FY
2005, when the Crane facility was given USD630.000 by Special Operations
Command for 105 Mk 12 rifles. A further 30 rifles for USD180,000 are budgeted
for procurement from Crane in FY 2007.

if to improve reliability included a heavier buffer and chrome-plated
Mr Type-classification was in 1967. In 1999, FN Manufacturing Inc was
ted a USD4 million contract to supply 20,635 kits to convert US Army
il nfles to M16A2 standard.

P
oer«
pnH 8A3 nfle

iM16A2, originally designated the M16A1E1, resulted from a US Marine
initiative to develop a rifle which, unlike the M16A1, met Marine Corps

rktmanship standards. The result is a rifle that is essentially different from
l M16A1, despite the M16A2's superficial resemblance to the earlier
Ipen TneM16A2 was type-classified in 1982 and wasdesignated Standard
n Nciamber 1983, First deliveries began officially in March 1984 The US
»vbegan re-equipping with the M16A2 the following year
hi overall performance of the M16A2 using M855/SS109 NATO
rr-./ it ’on approaches that of a rifle chambered for 7,62 x 51 mm NATO at
r* combat ranges. The primary changes to the M16A2 compared with its•cesser are that the M16A2 flash suppressor also functions as a muzzle
U and that the bottom opening has been eliminated to reduce muzzle rise
Itoprevent dust from being kicked up when the rifle is fired from the prone

13«*

pra4

W

HBAR
There have been several models of HBAR to provide sustained fire rather than
short bursts, all involving the use of an open bolt Typically, the Model 741
HBAR weighs 4,58 kg. All have provision for permanently attached bipods,
while some have light carrying handles and foregrips (see also entry for Colt
automatic rifle)

:butt
ght

top

HM16A2barrel is heavier,withafaster1 turnin177 B mm(7 in) tostabilise
M855/SS109 bullet. This feature proved controversial, as this twist

not sübtIH*-1 older ammunition using a lighter bullet The barrel is heavier
) forwardof the foresight. Under the handguard, the barrel retains theprofile
r»Mi6A1,ostensibly to allow the fitting of the M203 grenade launcher. The
6A2 foresight is now a square post
H6A2 bandguards ore identical and interchangeable,being much stronger
n those of the M16A1. They also permit Improved hc-at dissipation over the
r handguardhalves Thering at the rear of the handguard whichretains tho
rtguardhalves has been canted toprovide a better grip,

heupper receiver of the M16A2 features a case deflector behind the ejector
t ro prevent ejected cartridge cases from flying into the face of left-handed
n. while the front attachment point to the lower receiver has been

Lightweight Shotgun System (LSS)
In 1999, Colt 's Manufacturing Company introduced the LSS (designed by
C-More) specifically for the M16A2 and M4 carbine The LSS is secured under
the barrel and provides the capability to fire 12-gauge shotgun ammunition in
both lethal and non-lethal ranges. Firing 12-gauge ammunition up to 3 in long,
the LSS can hold two or three rounds in a box magazine. The LSS for the
M16A2 weighs 1.36 kg and is 546 mm long overall The LSS for theM4 carbine
weighs 1.22 kg and is 410 mm long overall

Dpral

Conversions
Throughout the life of the AR-15/M16, various commercial projects have
involved conversions,accessories, and modifications to cover just about every
aspect of the M16 rifle series. An Atchisson conversion kit is produced by
Jonathan Arthur Ciener Inc which allows the M16 series to fire ,22 Long Rifle
(LR) rimfire ammunition.

1 from!

[Tho MiftA2 rearsight has been completely redesigned to be fully adjustable
||fW'--;!<Tgoand elevation out to a range of 800 m A flip-up battle aperture is
pevdod for use out to a range of 250 m.

Thf M16A2 forward assist has been simplified for ease of manufacture. The
jatff grip is of stronger nylon and has a distinctive finger ‘swell’. The firing

no longer includes a fully automatic option on US military M16A2s. The
i»IA?uses a three-round buret mode in place of fully automatic fire, although

*j* :wNrtic remains an option for new orders
theMl6A2stock, like thepistol-grip,is madefromanimproved toughnylon

14 foam filled and is claimed to be 10 to 12 times stronger than the M16A1
It is also 15.9 mm longer than the earlier stock

toe M16A2 bult-plate is deeply chequered and squared, while the trap for
ht .’ifwral stowage compartment is now easier to open
mi ?several of the above changes may appear to be relatively minor, they

jprtMffl to make the M16A2 a very different rifle from its predecessor

Colt developments
Colt is continuing development of the M16/M4 family in response to user
requirements and showed several designs in October 2008. They have
developed a variant with the charging handle moved to the front handguard
area. They have also shown a version with an internal dust cover that is closed
at all times except when ejecting a cartridge case, with the goal of keeping dust
and sand out of the operating mechanisms, In response to complaints about
the direct-gas system fouling the bolt, they have developed two options: one
replaces the gas tube with a piston and tube, the other a hybrid system
retaining a gas tube that carries the gas back to chamber where it operates a
short piston that moves thebolt. In bothcases thepiston is easily removable for
cleaning.

Jowo
vd by|
*d»o
k
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Cki
rear MlM3 rrfle

Tt»MI6A3is essentially anM16A2 but retaining the full automatic capability of
MM16A1 It is bought in relatively small numbers by US Special Forces and
Ku? Navy (USN).

from
bolt Specifications

M16A4
lavs
deal
)nng Calibre.

Operation:
Locking:
Feed:

5.56 x 45 NATO
gas;direct-action; selective-fire
rotating-bott
detachable, box magazine
20 or 30 rds

tttft/Urifle
TN> MI 6A4 is an M16A2 with the Picatinny 'flattop' in lieu of the fixed carrying

mnoti As this rifle is normally used with the carrying handle/sight mount
ro.odand with an optical sight placed on the MIL-STD-1913 rail, provision

||Bto bemade for flip-up, back-up iron sights used when the optical sight fails
Upary reason These are known as the Back-Up Iron Sight (BUIS) The BUIS is
Llby Machining Technologies and the Army has purchased 306,198 units

3.802 tor the USAF) under a multiyear contract srgned in May 2005•roughSeptember 2008 at a moat recent pneeof USD53.20 inJune2008. The

‘•Pdarri optical sight is the Aimpoirit Close Combat Optic (CCO), but one
•eapcnprr rifle section is provided with the Tnjicon RifleCombat Optic fRCO).
fteMi6A4 isalso available from Colt with a match-grade barrel as the EC-20

force

HK.fl
Magazine capacity:
Weight:

rifle without magazine: 3.4 kg
30-rd magazine, empty: 11Ci g
30-rd magazine, loaded: 450 g

Length:
overall:

3 for 4
9

i

havt 1,000 mm
510 mm
6 grooves, rh, 1 turn in 177.8 mm

tolls barrel:
Rifting:
Sights:

fore:
rear

lrt
IMcarbine
:SaiWparato entry

latte
cylinder on threaded base
adjustable for elevation but canbe removed
to expose integral optical sight rail on
receiver
501 mm
940 m/a
700-950 rds/mm

HMsrcvflto entry. Having a 290 mm long barrel, the Commando models are
ftht shortest of all the M16A2-based variants and are intended for use by
Bpeoal forces or agencies where concealment of weapons is an advantage
Ip* * . •all length with the telescopic butt retracted is 680 mm and the empty

wignti« 2 44 kg.

Sight radius:
Muzzlo velocity:
Rate of fire, cyclic:
Maximum effective range: HI -. n
Muzzle energy: 1765 JLiquidDesignated Marksman Rifle (SDM-R)

i < .iccunsadM16built in-houseby the Army Marksmanship Unit (AMU).
Rebuilt around the lower receiver of M16A2/A4 rifles with a flat-top upper
Mover It uses a fluted 20 in (508 mm) stainless steel barrel with 1:8 in twist, a
sVw * vigRAS, a two-stage Knight’s match trigger, and a Harris S-L bipod.
mht nv.-edoptics are a 600 m BUIS and a 4x32 ACOG It is intended to fill the
bpbfr*w?entherangesof the normalM16 (out to 300 m) and the sniper (600 m
Mbeyond).

-15

Status
In production. In service with US forces and also with Australia, Barbados,
Belize, Bolivia, Brazil. Brunei, Cambodia. Cameroon, Chile, the Democratic
Republic of Congo.CostaRica,Denmark, the Dominican Republic,Ecuador,El
Salvador, Fiji, Gabon, Ghana. Greece, Grenada, Guatemala, Haiti, Indonesia,
Iraq, Israel. Jamaica, Jordan, South Korea, Lebanon, Lesotho, Libena,
Malaysia, Mexico, Morocco. New Zealand, Nicaragua, Nigeria, Oman,
Panama. Peru, Philippines, Qatar, Somalia, South Africa, Sri Lanka, Thailand,
Tunisia, Turkey, Uganda, the United Arab Emirates, Uruguay, and Vietnam.

Mk 12 wiiper rifle
jMtolower recover of onM16-farnily riflo. reworked withnew components

fgr5c»oa) forces use by the Naval Surface Warfare Center at Crane, Indiana

d
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Contractors
Colt Defense LLC
FN Manufacturing LLC
Bushmaster Firearms Inc (not built using Colt’s TOP)
Sabre Defence Industries

• the R0933 is the R0733 but with the flat top with removable handle jSelective-fire with 'safe', ‘single-shot’, and ‘automatic 1 fire modes The
R0933 has been assigned the NATO Stock Number (NSN) 1005-01-551
2925

•theR0935is theR0735 with the flat top andremovablehandle, selective 're Jwith 'safe', 'single-shot ', and ‘burst ’ fire modes
• the R0923CQB has a flat-top and MIL-STD 1903 rails on fore-end, ba'ref I

length is 267 mm.
Licensed production
Licensed production was undertaken in the Philippines by the Elisco Tool
Company of Manila, in South Korea by Pusan Arsenal "üîor Daewoo Precision
Industries) of Busan and in Singapore by Chartered Industries of Singapore
(Inter Singapore Engineering Kinetics). None of those concerns are still
producingM16s, The only known current licensee.Diemacois now part of Colt
Defence LLC. trading as Colt Canada - see b*k>w.

Specifications
Colt Commando 5.56 mm short assault rifle

ColCartridge:
Operation;
Locking:
Feed:

5 56 x 45 mm
gas direct -action, selective-fire
rotating-boll
detachable, box magazine
30 rds

IrSimilar models
Canada
Contractor
Colt Canada Corporation (formerly Diemaco),

Type: 5.56 mm C7 and C7A1
Remarks:See separate entry for details,

fori
theMagazine capacity:

Weight:
less magazine:

HK:
In f2 44 kg

loaded 30-rd magazine: 450 g
Length;

stock retracted:

Ord
woe
und

688 mm
772 mm
290 mm
6 grooves, rh, 1 turn in 177.0 mm

Coltstock extended:
barrel:

Rifling:
Sights:

fore:

VS
bel
Sysi
Syst

Ccylinder on threaded base
adjustable for windage but can be removed
to expose integral sight rail on recaver
796 m/s (M885)
1.270 J
709-1,000 rds/min
400 m

Colt Commando 5.56 mm short assault rifle
withrear
weaDescription

The Colt Commando senes were developed to provide users with the shortest
practical length assault nfle that could be made using the AR-15 action. The
location of the buffer and return spring assembly in the butt-stock, however,
preclude the use of a folding-stock arrangement and so overall length has
therefore been largely achieved by shortening the barrel length, New models
continue tobeIntroduced, principally for thelaw- enforcement and commercial
markets

There have been four foreign military sales (FMS) of the Commando:
• 50 R0933 rifles to Egypt in September 2002
• 350 R0933 rifles to Egypt in March 2005
• 42 R0733 rifles for Bahrain in March 2005
• 60 R0933 rifles to Ecuador in July 2006.
Commercial sales are unknown except for the import of 18 weapons reported
by Chile in 2010

Muzzle velocity:
Muzzle energy;
Rate of fire, cyclic:
Effective range:

sme
shift
cart
not:

In
dewStatus

Colt Commando |R0932) and R0923CQB models in production (2016) h
service in unknownnumbers with Bahrain.Ecuador.Egypt, andprobably other
countnes.

that
200Î
Impr
This
origi

Contractor
Colt 's Manufacturing Company

USs
folio'
sprir
Stopee«i —« »»»•«— **MS»e»e«oe»»MO»»»e»fee—eeeeefss— see corn
M16Description

The Colt Commando 5 56mm shod assault rifle is the shortest andlightest of
the senes of weapons based on the Colt M16 series,having a barret length of
only 290 mrn In terms of operation andlayoutit Is Identical to thelater versions
of M16 family, including having the option to remove the carrying handle to
reveal a length of MIL-STD-1913 Picatinny rail The butt-stock has four
positions.

The first of the ultra-short Colt weapons was the Model 607 with a 254 mm
ijji'ri.1!. -ion estimesrofeired to JO Jsut •mnchlr-e gun Shortly llw.*afri.< the Coil
Model 605. featunng a 406 mm barrel, was introduced, although *t did not
supplant the Model 605 on the production lino The limitod success of the
Model 607 ledColt to introduce three further variants, the Models 609, 610.and
610B. All these weapons used the 254 mm barrel The 609 had a forward
assist, but the 610s did not. The army designated the 609 as the 'XM177E11
and the 610 as the ‘XM177', while the air force bought small numbers of the 610
under designation 'GAU-5/A' Lengthening thebarrel to 292 mmresultedin the
Model 629 (US Army XM177E2) and the Model 630 IUSAF GAU-5A/A »,

Colt furthor improved trio breed. Inducting a longer 368 mm barrel, to yield
the Model 653 in 1973. Significant numbers of these wero purchasedby Israel,
who subsequently subjected them to varying types of modifications. Similarly,
theUS Air Forcehasboonmodifyingitsholdingsof GAU-5 weaponsin fito and
start» over the yean» to yidd a wide and disparate variety of weapons In July
2006. the US Air Force announced that U would negotiate on a sole-source
bas»n with Colt for an initial batch of 528 barrels for thoir GAU-5 weapons with
the\0 rrtlmg to enable them to fire the Inter types of ammunition. Thecontract
would also include four option years each with 500 weapons

Colt has offered several model v.v.nnlrr
• the R0733has the fixed carrying handle and a choice of safe/semi/full auto
• the R0735has the fixed handle and a choice of safe/semi/three-round burst

Colt M4 5.56 mm carbine Mi
Mod

Development
In 1984, Colt began work on a carbine varsion of its M16 family, and In
mid-1985. the company .von n US Army contract for 40 XM4 carbines fr -' • t
withdelivery the followingyear It was not until1988.however, that the US Navy
Seels began to take delivery of R0727 carbines. The US Army official*adopted trie M4 andM4A1 carbines in 1994

Starling with the fiscal year (FV) 2013 buy, trie US A/my wKI purchase ortfM4A1 weapons This buy was to be awarded on an open competitionbasis •firs! for the M4 family, which was previously sole-sourced from Colt Th*»anticipated paying USD1.308 each for the weapons, not counting the USOC®
for the combat optics, which was to bo purchased separately from Aimoort
The contract was originally awarded in January 2013 lo Remington f
envisioned the purchase of 12.000 weapons for the US Army. 400 for the US
Marines Corps (USMC), 1,000 for the US Navy, and 150 for the US Air Fera
(USAT) m that first year. The award was protested, howover, and in Fefaruai)
another contract was awnrded, this time to FN Manufacturing.

As of April 2013 the US forces contractmg plan to' the M4 is detailed o in
procurement table.

In February 2006, the US Army’s Armament Research. Development and
Engineering Cento' issued ) request f . r .nformjt -un tu industry for ,i ne«
carb r that wouldl.rn 5 ‘if> mm Me 5 5 vid M85ti ammur IIKWI. have a sustained
rate of fire of 45 rounds per minute, and weigh no more than 3 kg. In June
however,thisannouncement wascancelled, andin thenext monthlargeomet
were placed with Colt for more M4» There have also been comment* nj
Congress that perhaps the M4 had outlived its usefulness, but to date, the
Defense Department has stood firm, issuing a further US051 million contract
modification to Colt in April 2007 for 41,911 weapons for the USMC, followed
by a massive contract a lew months later, Production continues, and the US
Army continues to seek procurement for improved M4A1s and M4s
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